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SAINT FRANCOIS, "The normalization of relations Callaghan Friday· The four leaders met a few yards 
(iaudcloupc (UPI) - America's 
Atlantic ullics Friday expressed 
complete support for U.S. nor-
malintin of relations with China. 
and agreed thar U.S. recognition 
should not affect the policy of 
detente with the Soviet Union. 
An ''exhilarated" President 
Carter received the vote of support 
from the leaders of France, West 
Germany and Britain at the sports-
shirt summit conference held in a 
thatched roof villa bathed by the 
balmy sea breezes of this tropical 
French Caribbean Island. 
with China was seen as a positive American officials said European from gentle breakerS' washing the 
factor and development of relations leaders expressed concern about the white sands of the Hamak Hotel 
should not in any way be Soviet Union's SS20 misspe .t~ndt> resort complex, a group of 29 
detrimental to detente with the those concerns were dealt witli"'by bungalows set in lush surroundings 
Soviet Union, which should not Carter. beside a golf course and tennis 
bring it into question," French Carter assured them again their courts. There was the secudty 
spokesman Pierre Hunt told a news seculity I;VOUid not be comp10mised strictness one could expect with 
< 
FRESHPERSONS! 
SOPHOMORES! 
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE 
FOR A small CLASS 
briefing. by the SALT. four world leaders gathered on one 
Hunt gave newsmen a description The afternoon sessiqf!"•of the roof but reporters lunching on the 
of the first session of talks among talks, according to 1-l'U~t,"IWas to' terrace of the Hotel Meridien a few 
Carter, French President Valery deal with "political and strategic" hundred yards away could watch 
Giscard D'Estang, West Germany matters. Asked what that meant the the security site -and topless sun 
Chancellor Helmud Schmidt and leaders would discuss, l-lunt said, bathers b~rely a hundred yards 
British Prime Minister James "Everything." from the conference site. 
~--------~-------------------. 
World News 
G.S.ll2 & 212 Fresh. 
& Sophomore General 
Studies Seminars (3) 
Broad general reading and class 
discussion for freshmen and 
sophomores with senior honors 
students acting as discussion 
leaders under'faculty direction. 
Task force plans 
U.S. tour for Teng 
These 3-hour seminars are limited to 10 
students. They will fulfill part of the course 
requirements for students who later enroll 
in the General Honors Program. They are 
NOT English courses. 
Below are the sections offered. Class cards are available 
at the Honors Center. 
G.S.ll2-004 
G.S.l12-005 
G.S.l12-006 
G.S. 212-001 
G.S. 212-002 
Tues. 7:00-8:50 Hum.l34 
Tues. 3:30-5:20 Hum.144 
Wed.2:00-3:50 Hum.144 
Wed.2:00-3:50 Hum.152 
Thurs. 2:00-3:50 Hum.148 
also 
FRESHMAN GENERAL HONORS 
G.S.122-001 Thurs.ll:00-12:50 Hum.l34 
(Surprises of Reading) 
G.S.l22-002 Tues. 9:30-11:20 Hum.152 
(The Enchantment of Words) 
and 
SOPHOMORE HONORS SEMINAR 
G.S. 222·001 Thurs. 2:00·3:50 Hum.134 
Descriptions of the courses, with book lists, are available 
at the table at registration and at the Honors Center 
(ground floor, west wing, Humanities Building). 
WASI-IlNOTON (UPl) - An 
administration task force has begun 
planning a spectacular, one-week 
U.S. tour for China's Vice Premier 
Teng 1-Isiao-Ping - a whirl that 
may take Teng from· high society 
galas to midwest cow pastures and 
the home of Richard Nixon. 
Teng is due to arrive in 
Washington Jan. 29, the first top-
ranking communist Chinese leader 
ever to set foot in the U.S. capital. 
B~rryys Electronic 
Repair. 
505' San Pedro SE 265-0335 
FREE ESTIMATES and 
10% OFF USED TV'S 
with valid UNM ID 
We repair stereos, l~'s, tapes, and 
~so havG electi'Onic pai'ls. in stock. 
New Mexico 
DAILY LOBO 
Vol. 83 No. 75 
3JI4111 
Tin• Xt•u· Mt·xim Dullu ].olm h jmhlbhcd 
Monday thruu~h Fridn~ l'\l'ry re~ular \\ttt•k 
Hf tlw U nh·c.•t'ilt}' ~·ear and Wt.·t'ki)· dllrinJ.! tlu· 
suntJill't \t'.f>.\llm hv lht•- Hoard nf Studt•nt 
J'uhlit:JUftJn" nf tlw lJ ni\·t·rsil\' ur Nt•w ~k:xlt'(t, 
und i"Ilt~l finuncil~h lL~soc:!att:d \~ilh l'~M. 
St•t·und da .. 'i. JX•~hll~~· paid al Alh1Hilll'r~lut•. 
Nt'\~ ~ft•:o.:icb S.i131. Suhscdptiotl ratt• I!<. 
$1tJ.OO fnr the Ul'J.Itlt•JrlfC year. 
Tl1c npiuiom t'XJUL"i~t·d nn lht• ctliwriaJ 
plij.tt'S" of "fht• Dally l~o/J(J ure th<•!lt~ .,r thL· 
uuthot ~oldy. V n:;ignt'(l !IJlilli.!ln il, that of tiH: 
t•dihlrlul ru,ard of Tile Dnily LObi). ~othltll! 
printt-d Ill Tlw Daily Luhu nt'Ct~saril>' 
rcpn:.t•nh the \it'\\".., uf tlu.•Lfui\'t'r~it~· of ~(·w 
Mexico. 
A Schlotzsky a Day Keeps the 
Hangries Away! 
sandwich shops 
We feature just one sandwich ••• it's that good! 
The Schlotzsky! 
Accept no substitutesky! 
Call ahead for carry outs and quicker service. 
Open seven days a week. 
2114 Centf'a·l SE 
just west of Yale 
842-9597 
......... 
-Now a second location -
59.01 Centf'al NE 
just west of San Pedro 
255-1223 
Although the planning is only ill 
the intermediate stage, the visit is 
expected to last· about seven days 
and the White House is giving it the 
kind of advance attention normally 
accorded Presidential inaugurals or 
military invasions. 
Presidential assistant Anne 
Wexler is heading an inter-agency 
task force assigned to blend all 
incoming invitations and ideas into 
a workable' cross-country tour 
schedule - an .extravaganza bound 
to draw comparison with the 19~9 
barnstorm of Soviet Premier Nikita 
S. Khrushchev. 
The National Council on U.S.-
China Trade, which has offered to 
host the aff;~ir, has also suggested 
Teng's cross-country trip include a 
visit to a midwest farm - .a 
memorable highlight of Khrush-
chev's similar tour- .and to several 
industrial plants, possibly in Texas 
and California. 
U.S. officials hope a call on 
Nixon will underscor~: the bipar-
tisan character of Carter's decision 
to establish full diplomatic relations 
with Peking, and will take sollle of 
the sting our of conservative 
Republican attacks on that 
decision. 
Memo reveals 
crocodile plot 
WASHINGTON (UPl) - The 
CIA once considered capturing an 
African crocodile and, with the 
help o~ a witch doctor's secret 
recipe, cooking the animal's gall 
bladder up into a special poison, 
newly released documents revealed 
Friday. 
Hitherto secret documents · did 
not indicate whether the unusual 
project actually came off. 
"Crocodile gall bladder" was 
part of .a massive,. 23-year-long CIA 
project terminated fn 1973 that 
included mind behavior control and 
brainwashing experiments and a 
search for exoti.: poisons and in-
capacitating agents that could be 
used in assassinations and clan-
destine operations. 
Many details of the project have 
come out during Senate and House 
hearings during the past few years. 
The latest 363 pages to be 
released - some heavily censored 
and names deleted - covered 
various activities betw('·'n I 951.and 
1962. They were obl;.···~d under a 
Freedom of l nformation Act 
request made by American Citizens 
for Honesty in Government, an 
organization sponsored by the 
Church of Scientology. 
A Feb. 7, 1962, memo from an 
unidentified CIA officer to the 
"chief" of an unidentified division 
said: •·we have appro<!ched· the 
problem of picking. up a 
Tanganyika (now Tanzania) 
crocodile's gall bladder from two 
points of view. The first is to have 
one of our (blank) buddies in 
Tanganyi,ka find, capture and 
eviscertate a native crocodile on the 
spot and then try to ship its gall 
bladder and/ or other poisionous 
viscera to the United States ..• the 
second alternative would be to 
acquire a crocodile ... through a 
licensed collector and ship the live 
animal to the United States.'' 
The melllo writer expressed 
confidence that two contacts then 
in Tanzania "can provide us with 
the details concerning methods and 
·techniques employed by the witch 
doctor in preparing the poison." 
The contacts, he said, also might 
collect "more data concerning 
other natural poisons derived from 
other reptiles and/or vital organs." 
·There were customs problems,, 
the memo warned, if shipping·a live 
crocodile were ruled out and it was 
decided to sent only the gall 
bladder .. 
SPECI!\L OFFER ' 
COPIES 
FOR STUDENTS & FACULTY 
Please 
Present 
ID Card 3%c 4Y2c 
EACH', BYn;; 1t, 20 lb. WHITE EACH, 8'1.. X 14, :20 lb, WHITE 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
• ~rompt, courteous service • conYenillnt off·$~reet patklng • collatlnu and 
stapling, dtillms ond bind•ng r~ddn1on~• eMigMI • Dpel1 ~t!Ve11 (7) days a Week to 
give YDli llitm! service • otfsot ~tinting, typose1tlng-, -artJus, creative dcsl~h. 
CASH 
NO CHECKS. 
PlEASE 
O~TIU,InC. 
IJ.tr.-tco:s l'!illfi'PI ''" tilt• ,,rwtaJfr•ii 11/ 11 rilfl.l'iiiJt amJ jlrimln~ hll.lfi'JI'.IJ' 
If SI·Rl'IC/1 . AlJW. _ lWW\' )'()(' \'t-1:/J 11'1 ·lfu/('nrlli~lt ''qll{iml,'r!l. 
'tJbif(ry, 1111iJ llllillf'l/ tWWMd 111 Ml(ltlt>oll•wmr:vm·lnJl-orili Jtrlnling nf'1'tft. 
COnN!:: A- ril UNIVER!WtV iWE.!. lOMAS NE 
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8 oil companies 
charged in suit 
Birth rate declines 
WASHINGTON (UP!) - "Some factors involved in that 
Changing U.S. social values have figure appear to be that young 
helped slow the nation's birth rate people are delaying marriage longer 
during the 1970s, the Census and at the same time millions of 
Bureau said Friday. women are entering the job market., 
In its newest · staie population instead of staying horne as in the 
estimates, the Census Bureau said past," he said. 
the U.S. population has expanded During November, women made 
by 7..3 per cent during the first eight up 50.7 per cent of the nation's 
years of this decade. The 1960s civilian labor force, the Labor WASHINGTON (UP!) - The 
government friday accused eight 
major oil companies of j))egal 
overcharges totalling more than 
$624 million in the largest lawsuit 
of its kind filed by the Energy 
Department. 
The action was linked with earlier 
accusations against a ninth firm, 
raising the total sought by the 
Suspect 
tells more 
CHICAGO (UPl) - John 
Wayne Oacy allegedly told in-
Vestigators he used a tourniquet-
type device to slowly strangle some 
of the 32 young men he is suspected 
of killing. 
Authorities have found twenty-
seven bodies buried beneath· the 
Norwood Park Township house 
and garage of the suspected sex-
killer. Two other bodies . .found 
floating in the Des Plaines River 
have been linked to Gacy, who 
allegediy told investigators he threw 
a total of five young men in the 
river. 
Gacy, a 36-year-old building 
contractor, told prosecutors the 
device - a rope with a pipe at-
tached - was placed around the 
necks of some of the victims and 
then fastened to another part of 
their bodies so attempts to gain 
freedom · resulted in slow 
strangulation, the Chicago Sun-
Times said Friday. 
Authorities refused to comment 
on the report. 
The newspaper said Oacy, .who 
was twice-divorced and once 
convicted of sodomy, told in-
vestigators the first of the slayings 
took place in the bedroom of his 
home in 1972. The victim, whom he 
could not identify, was stabbed to 
"CONTEMPORARY 
CLOTHING 
IN A 
VICTORIAN 
ATMOSPHERE" 
In tht!l Triangle at 
2937 Monte Vista NE 
. U!lst East of UNM) 
government in a single lawsuit to 
nearly $1 billion. 
Paul Bloom, head of the Energy 
Department's effort to uncover 
violations of federal oil price rules, 
said all nine companies were 
charged with overpricing natural 
gas liquids - a type of petroleum 
separated from ''wet" natural gas 
refined into liquid fuel. 
Oil industry officials disputed the 
charges. They said they had used 
traditional pricing practices and 
·were the victims of a difference of 
interpretation of pricing rules 
imposed in 1973 because of the Oil 
Embargo. 
Firms named in the civil suits 
represent nine of the nation's 15 
biggest oil giants, The action 
alleged three basic types of 
violations - improper pricing of 
fuel transferred between affiliates 
of a single fir1p, false inflations of 
the value of liquid extracted from 
gas and excess charges for labor 
and other "non-product" costs. 
"These (latest) suits represent the 
largest judicial or other en-
forcement action taken by DOE or 
its predecessor& for violations of 
~ 
.BURGER 
KING 
~
any 
pricing regulations," Bloom told 
reporters, 
Separate suits were filed in U.S. 
District Court in Washington 
accusing Texaco of $233.9 million 
in overcharges, Phillips Petroleum 
Co. of $102.3 million, Standard Oil 
of lndiana of $96.9 million, Shell 
Oil Co. of $90.2 million, Cities 
Service of $69.2 million, Atlantic 
Richfield Co. of$20.5 million, Gulf 
Oil Corp. of $11.4 million and 
Mobil Oil Corp, of an undisclosed 
total. 
Energy and Justice Department 
lawyers, who sued the firms jointly, 
asked the court to consolidate those 
cases with a similar $316 million 
suit filed against Exxon ill 
November. Bloom said the Exxon 
suit had been planned as part of 
Friday's package but was filed 
earlier to counter legal action by 
Exxon. 
While the suits list ahhost a 
billion bollars in violations, Bloom 
said the total could grow much 
larger if the court imposed penalties 
or interest and ordered the firms to 
re-figure transactions that were not 
audited. -
growth ra.te was 13.3 per cent. Department said. 
On a regional basis, the Census The Census Bureau said Western 
Bureau said the population in states showed a 15 .I per cent 
Western and Southern States has population increase between 1970 
continued to grow much faster than and 1978 and the South gained 12.4 
the national average. per cent. The figures for the same 
But the number of residents two regions during the 1960s was 
living in the Northeast and North 24.1 per cent in the West and 14.2 
Central regions has changed very per cent in the South. 
little. The North Central region, 
Maurice Moore of the Census meanwhile, picked up just 2.9 per 
Bureau noted than the annunl U.S. cent in new residents while Nor· 
birth rate in the late 1970s - about theastern states had a gain of only 
3,3 million - is I million Jess than 21,000 persons - statistically the 
'twas 20 years ae:o. same as in 1970. 
LEARN TO WEAVE 
on Leclerc Loon1s 
SALE 
40<~h OFF 
Selected 
Items 
8 LeS-'iUIII!i I'SO 
Beginners Course 
Mm·y Elizabeth McDonald 
M.A. Weaving 
GALLERY 3500 Central SE 
ONI~ Nob Hill Center 
268-7449 Hours 10·5 
Free 
~ 
BURGER 
KING 
~
With Purchase of 
Large Size Sandwich 
P--·--------------------~ I Buy any Large size sandwich and . I 
1 get one order of Onion Rings FREE I 
I Please present this coupon before ordering. I I Limit one coupon per customer. I 1 Void where prohibited by law. I 
1 Offer good at all Albu. • I 
1 Burger King Restaurants. .. . 1 
I Cc:w_p_f!_'!__ expireB < Jan._._~Oth~-- r979JI~<:.i'e it your way. I 
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Editorial 
20-20 hindsight 
Hindsight, they say, is usually twenty-twenty vision. We're all adept 
at playing the "What if •.. "game-What if we had done this instead 
of that, said that Instead of this? Most of these instances involve only 
ourselves and a few other significant others, but what about the 
decisions made every day which affect the multitudes-entire nations, 
states, communities? 
The new year is a time for reflection on past mistakes and attempts to 
correct our behaviors so as not to repeat those blunders. It is a time to 
don our hindsight spectacles, analyze the previous year and play "What 
if ' •• , 
What if the community college proposal had passed last Sep-
tember? Would T.VI have folded? Would UNM have lost a considerable 
number of potential students? Would UNM have had to compensate for 
the competition with an expanded late afternoon and evening 
curriculum. 
What if University officials had not decided to reshuffle the final 
exam schedule last spring so that classes meeting during the most 
popular time lots would have finals at the end of exam week? The 
schedule was altered because of alleged abuses by the students and 
faculty, primarily arranging classes to get the earliest exams or 
arranging to have exams given during closed Webk so they could le~ve 
campus early. 
Are we all better individuals for having to stay those extra few days? 
Did the administration accomplish what they set out to do? 
What if the UNM tuition and fee hike proposals had not gone as far 
as they have? Would student apathy have prevailed on campus because 
we would have had nothing to unify and fight for? 
What if Albuquerque housewife Dorothy Hykes had not started a 
recall procedure against Mayor David Rusk? Were we competing with 
the city of Cleveland for top honors in the Impeach-your-mayor con-
test? Might Rusk's quarter cent gross receipts tax p;~ssed last 
November? 
What if that tax had passed? The tax was to be earmarked for three 
distinct areas of improvement- police department expansion, city 
street repairs and transit system expansion. Will there be an increased 
crime rate now that the policeman/civilian ratio is not paralleling city 
growth? Will the avoid-the-fuss-ride-the-bus idea become less of a 
reality because of insufficient funding? 
What if the Albuquerque City Council had not passed the so-
called Pooper Scooper ordinance? What if Rusk had not vetoed it? 
Would city residents be running after their pets with plastic bags, ready 
to scoop and dispose of the poop? 
What if the New Mexico State Court of Appeals had not over-
turned a ruling that a 23-year-old woman who had sexual intercourse · 
with a 15-year-old youth was contributing to the delinquency of a 
minor? Does Appeals Court Judge Lewis Sutin regret his Widely-quoted 
comment that, in fact, the woman was "contributing to his education 
and future home life"? Does the court's ruling condone the inescapable 
double standard Western Civilization is famous for? 
What if there had been fewer bureaucratic delays in the Federal 
Aviation Administration's implementing operational collisional 
avoidance systems in the nation's airports? Could the tragic San Diego 
plane crash in which 1441ives were lost have been prevented? 
What if Congress had not voted to extend until1982 the ratification 
deadline of the Equal Rights Amendment? Would women's rights be an 
unattainable dream? 
What if Jimmy Carter and Andrew Young had used different 
approaches when commenting on the human rights issue? Would it 
have had any effect on the tria! outcornes of certain Soviet ctis:jidents? 
What if the United States Supreme Court had not ruled to allow 
the American Nazi Party to march through a primarily Jewish suburb of 
Chicago last summer? Would there have been a national freedom of 
speech versus freedom of religion conflict? 
What if the United States Department of Defense had not finally 
decided that military discharges be based on one's service record and 
not on whetl>er one is homosexual? Will others follow the government's 
example? . 
We could spend all of 1979 speculating -1bout the successes and 
failures of 1978. We suggest we pUt the mistakes behind us after 
learning something from them and concentrate on furthering the 
successes. 
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Editor-in-chief: Debbie Levy 
Managing editor: Colleen Curran 
News editor: Mike Hoeft 
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Believe in dignity 
I have worked more than four years for this University; many of you 
have worked longer, Within those years, both you and I had hoped that 
our dedicated service to this University would be recognized. However, 
the administration still has not accored us effective representation. 
Do we then expect the personnel office to represent us? How ironic 
that staff policies are made without active staff representation. Indeed 
the personnel office represents us the least. Last year, we were 
presented with the Lovelace-Bataan Health Program but at a cost 
beyond our means. For instance, if one pays L-BHP nearly $1,200 a 
year out a $6,000 salary, how does one pay for rent, food and clothes? 
UNM staff cannot pretend that such injustice will be righted next year, 
Also, the personnel office attempts to ''provide adequate': training_ 
and office management workshops, but they are given during our lunch 
hours. 
Or take, for example; a memo from Milt Garrett, Training & 
Management Del(elopment Division, Personnel Department, Dec. 5, 
1978, to deans, director, and department heads. Garrett's purpose is to 
identify staff who train new employees: "The purpose of this listing is 
to begin training for these individuals so they may return to your 
organizations and commence with the development of those persons 
for whom you are responsible • . . .It is my anticipation ... (to) avoid 
stock-piling of too many qualified persons." 
Interesting •. , but unless personnel is willing to re-classify trained 
individuals, UNM will have the largest stock-pile in the state. 
More .so, how despairing it is for us to have a token Personnel 
Advisory Board that is dominated by ex officio members, particularly 
Mr. Alarid Director of Personnel. This board was established by 
President Davis in order to channel staff proposalsbefore they reach his 
desk. But since the ex officio members dominate the meetings, one 
begins to believe that this form of staff representation is useless. 
How sad it is for us to be hopelessly complacent, believing, "Well,. 
maybe next year I'll receive better pay and health'benefits." Well, next 
year• is this year!. We were given a so-called pay increase last July. It 
was scarcely enough to counter the inflation rate, and the increase diet 
not compensate us for being forced to forfeit our Christmas week. 
Why then are we here? Just to hear someone talk about disparity 
of wages, health benefits, a Christmas vacation? A Christmas vacation 
that was only four clays with yourfamily. Many of you had to use your 
sick leave, annual leave, or leave Without pay if you wanted a longer 
Christmas holiday. 
Hopefully, we are here to stop pretending that we are UNM staff 
when we really are housekeepers. If not housekeepers, then certainly 
we are office-mothers and even to some degree office-wives; and for 
male staff, office-boys, We make .the coffee, wash the dishes, water 
the plants, dust shelves, shop for gifts, - the list goes beyond our 
assigned office duties. 
We are told by the administration that recession prevents salary 
increases. If the University president can justify spending thousands of 
dollars of our tax money to remodel the home jn which he lives for his 
family's comfort, this is not recession. · 
On the other hand, do we expect the University Staff Association to 
move mountains of administrative red tape to gain a deserving and 
honorable salary we need. Can USA do it? I have patiently waited two 
years for USA to create some type of collective bargaining position 
beneficial to UNM staff. However, during that time, USA has soft-
peddled our position, believing that this was a respectable way to 
achieve happy compromises between staff and administration. 
However, I am not convinced that this soft-peddle method is sufficient 
to achieve our immediate priorities. Goodwill is simply not enough. 
If we really believe in our dignity and Worth as human beings, then 
we must show the administration that our needs are justified tor the 
good of all who work at UNM. To get ahead is not a question of being 
in the tight place et the. right time; it's a matter of doing the right thing 
at the right time. If more than 3,000 staff and faculty signatures cannot 
convince President Davis and the Board of Regents, either a walkout or 
a staff union will. 
John R. Sh,.nlnl'lt 
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COME SAVE AT ALL 21st CENTURY SOUND AUDIO CENTER 
SUPER 
FIRST TIME SYSTEM 
®PION~ ....... 
SX-560 
20RMS 
Complete 
with cartridge 
PL-512 
Reg. $585 
PROJECT 60 
SPEAKERS 
THIS IS THE SUPER QUALITY SYSTEM 
AM/FM Stereo Receiver 
15 watts/channel 
AKAI AA-1115 
Rag. $210 
NOW $139.95 
AKAI CS-702 D II 
Amplifier Style Front Load 
Stereo Cassette Deck 
Rag. $200 
Now$1290° 
8 TRACK or CASSETTE 
Factory in·dash AM/FM 
stereo. 8 track or cassette, 
completely installed with 
Jensen 5 1/4" or 6 x 9 10 oz. 
speakers. Reg. $149.95. 
NOW $99 95 installed 
Gil PIONEER 
40 Channel CB with 
AM/FM Stereo Radio 
Reg. $299.95 NOW $129.95 unit only 
INSTA CR IT! 
UP TO· $1000 CREDIT! No persons/ interviews. 
Simply present one of these credit csrds: Mester 
Charge, Bank Americsrd /VISA, Amf!ricsn Ex-
press, Csrle Blanche, or Diners Club. You could 
. 
. 
• 
' 0 > 
BUYOIIE 
GE,. 
FREEt 
•. KEN\NOOI;) 
PROJECT 60 SPEAKERS 
8" 2-way. Reg. $80 each 
LSK - 200 SPEAKERS 
8" 2-way. Reg. $80 each NOW $80PAIR 
LSK-500 
12" 3-way Speakers 
Reg. $160 each NOW 
$160.00 
$KENWCDD 
KR-2090 (f}KENWDOD 
AM/FM Stereo Receiver 
16 Watts/Channel. Rag. $235 NOW 
$169.95 
KR-3090 
AM/FM Stereo Receiver 
26 Watts/Channel. Rag. $285 NOW 
$219.95 
EAStOAlE 
pair 
• 
®PIONEER 
sx-sso 
/FM Stereo Receiver 
watts/channel. 
Reg. m& 
$179 .. 95 
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While you were gone ,. • • 
( Last UNM barracks demolished I 
The 34-year-old "barracks era" at UNM tumbled Dec. 29 when the last 
of the wooden structures were demolished. 
The last remaining barracks, just north of the intersection of Grand and 
Redondo, had been used most recently to house the UNM dental program, 
which has since been moved to a new structure on the north campus. There 
are no plans to build <J.nything where these barracks stood. 
When World War II veterans flooded the country's colleges between 
)945-48, Army barracks were brought to UNM from Carlsbad Air Force 
Base, Ft. Sumner and the Bruns Hospital in Santa Fe. 
The wooden structures were used to accomodate the needs of the 
mushrooming student population that came on the Gl Bill. Classrooms, 
office>, clinks and labs were set up. "Varsity Village," which was made up 
of II barracks, provided !my-rent housing for married students. 
UNM public information director Jess Price said the buildings weren't 
very well built and were a cont!nuing maintenance problem. 
Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences Ralph Norman and his wife Rose 
lived in the barracks for about three months in 1950 because of delays in 
finishing a new house they were building. 
Mrs. Norrnan said the quarters were cramped, ''not particularly pretty" 
and the ventilation was poor. 
"They were somewhat uncomfortable," she said. 
A pile of rubble is the only thing left of UNM's "barracks 
The barracks, north of the intersection of Grand and Redon-
do, were tom down 0(Jc. 2!1. 
When the building program began in 1951, the end of the barracks era 
was predicted. New facilities have gradually replaced the old barracks with 
permanent buildings designed to complement and blend with traditional 
southwest architecture. 
~l(t__~ .;,ldnllrW <rc· D 'bl"il"Ma:l:J ~h11\ '(fi'(\jQ;JJrJ?(?:"l 9~1 cr3 f()rf?.lW,ii'!" JJ 6J..1 U,llil\\___, IJ-11J..!.L.fl!._B~ l_y\U) flJlJACSJJ,J:.L:'0,."-'-?' C.::-J. fi;;yD \.1-oAY.J. ,! 
CQ)IDlllit Texa§ · ~In§lliT'tLnrrrrncerrnlt§ 
u»rrcmguamma.bie cczrullccDJJll~BJJ1CD)Iro 
T!-58 sale price 
$99.95 *"' 
•• 
(list price $124.95) 
' A Texas Instruments programmable can 
make a big difference in the way you work. 
Buy one now and take advantage of a 
special money-saving offer! 
$1000 
REBATE 
when you buy a Tl-59 
Jan. 1-Feb. 28, ·t979 
Tl-59 sale price 
S?49.95** 
(list price $299.95) 
modules. Master Library Module of 25 programs included. 
Personal Programming guidebook included-shows you 
how to create your own programs. ~ 
Texa.~ ltzstt·ument/1 techtwlogy-l.Jringitlg .~ . · 
affordable electnmic.~ to your fi11get·tips. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
Tl Programmable 58. Up to 480 program steps or up to 60 
memories. Buy one now and order 2 free software Specialty 
Pakettes-ready-to-use programs written by professionals. 
Just key in the listing of the program you need and you can 
put it to work right away. • Choose from these Spe•~ialty 
Pakettes: Electronic Engineering. Civil Engineering. 
Fluid Dynamics. Blackbody Radiation. Astrology. 
Oil/Gas/Energy. 3-D Graphics, Mathematics. Statist!· 
cal Testing. Marketing/Sales. Production Planning. 
..- ShJdent Net Prlce r------------------
1 0 I've bought my Tl·58, please send me these two free Tl pakeHea: 
I 1.·----~-~-------
1 2---~~--~--~---
Tl Programmable 59.' Extra savings ::;n the most advanced I 
handheld programmable ever made, with up to 960 pro- 1 
gram steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic card read/ 1 
write capability, too (20 blank cards included). 
Both Tl programmables feature Solid State Software'"· I 
libraries-ready-to-use programs in micro-memory I 
' - - -\>" • 
HOLMAN1S, INC. 
Engineering & Drafting Supplies 
Maps • Technical Books 
401 Wyoming NE 265-7981 
n M·F Sat. 8:30·4:30 
... 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
0 I've bought my Tt-59, please send m• my $10.00 rebate. 
loxas Instruments Will fulfill the olfor you have selacted llboVe when you: (1) rei urn 
this completed coupon,lncluclng serial nuniber, (2) along With yoilr completed 
customorlnformatioo card (packed in box), ard (3) o doted ""''Y Of p<ool Of your 
purchase vorltylng purchase of a Tl Progr...,mable 58 or 59 (wllicheVOfls 
applicalllo) between January I ard February 28, 1979. •-• muotbll 
pi>olmorkod on or bel oro Mlirch 7,1171,to quollly for thlo •-lot olfor. 
Sond to: TI·SS/51 S-lol Oil or, .P.O. Box 53, Lubboc., ~uo 7MOII. 
Address . 
City 
State 
- -· ·~-·-- -~--~ 
-----··--ZIP----·~~·--
Calculator SOI'Ial Numbel' ----c--:--:---:-:--:---~~ 
(from back of calculator) 
Please allow 30 days for delivery. Olfervoid wlloro p<ohibilod law. Olfer good In U.s. only. 
Popejoy 
blaze 
cancels 
show 
They say the show must go on, 
and after a fire in Popejoy Hall 
Dec. 27, the Albuquerque Civic 
Light Opera troupe followed that 
adage. 
Performances of "Funny Girl'' 
resumed the night following the 
blaze which was touched off by an 
electrical short and damaged the 
theater's stage and scenery. 
Popejoy HaLL director William 
Martin said the following morning 
that "all systems arc go" and that 
no more performances would be 
cancelled. 
Martin said it would be several 
days before the extent of the 
damage to the stage could be 
estimated. 
UNM public information officer 
Doug Clark said although the fire 
damage was not believed to be 
extensive, the combination of fire, 
water and smoke damage might be. 
The blaze set off the stage's 
sprinkler system which left puddles 
of water on the stage and in an 
adjoining maintenance room. The 
sprinklers put out the fire before 
city fire fighters responded to the 
alarm, said Fire Chief Rudy 
Buckner. The firemen then shut 
down the sprink!ers to ~top the 
water flow, Buckner said. 
Clark said the water reached the 
building's main electrical 
distribution center, so electrical 
power was turned off. 
The building was closed by the 
fire marshal and the evening's 
performance was cancelled. 
A Popejoy Hall spokesperson 
said Thursday that the stage floor is 
· "drying" and there is. still ac· 
cumulated water in the basement 
because it has nowhere to drain. 
"We'll have to wait for it to 
evaporate," the spokesperson said. 
Persons holding tickets for that 
performance were able to exchange 
them for any other night, a Popejoy 
spokesperson said. 
Cove :red 
WP"ag on 
Make~o of W.ftll ~. 
lnoli•n Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
Tlted of eating 
"ffiacs, Jacks, 
and Kings"? 
Tr.Y 
Drells 
Pure Hlckot!J• Smoked 
8atbeque 
DowntoV(n 
Featuring Po.wDrells 
fo.mous Bar-8-Q · 
Homemade 
Cobblers & Pies 
Take out or dine In 
243•9594 Of 243-9595 
West of3rd 
on Centto.l/downtown 
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Rhodes scholarship awarded 
Frank Allen 
For the first time in twenty years, 
a Rhodes scholarship has been 
awarded to a UNM graduatl'. 
Frank Allen of Albuquerque is 
one of four people chosen to receive 
the award from among 13 regional 
candidates from the seven-state 
Southwestern region. 
Allen, a 1978 graduate ofUNM, 
was employed as a' lumber salesman 
and had applied to graduate school 
when he applied for the Rhodes 
scholarship two and .a half months 
ago, 
He was one of 35 candidates to 
Staff_ changes 
madeatUNM 
A UNM professor has been named to an advisory panel for a national 
project to train teachers in methods of achieving equity in education. 
Elementary education Professor. Anita Bradley Pfeiffer is one of eight 
educators named to a panel which will advise the American Association of 
Colleges for Teacher Education project. 
"The purpose of this 21-month project is to develop. a publication that 
might be helpful to teacher trainers in assuring equal educational op-
portunity in colleges of education," Bradley said. "This will assist teacher 
education institutions seeking accreditation or reaccreditation from tile 
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education." 
She said the publication would give institutions the tools for meeting 
multicultural standards in curricula, faculty, administration, student 
services and long range planning. 
Arthur L. DeVolder retired as professor librarianship and director of 
special projects at the UNM General Library effective Dec. IS. 
appear 1ast month be10re the 
Rhodes scholarship selection 
committee for New Mexico. Allen 
and Libby Wood of Los Alamos, a 
Cornell University student, were 
chosen to represent New Me11ico at 
the regional selecUons held recently 
at the California lnsititute of 
Technology in Pasadena, Cali f. 
Allen described the selection 
process as intensive and rigorous. 
"The candidates wert! an out-
standing group of people. They had 
done many things and done them 
extraordinarily well," Allen said. 
"We were ,together in such an 
intense situation that we became 
very close. It seemed that we shout~ 
all be going to Oxford, After the 
selections were announced and we 
all packed up to go home, I felt very 
alone. I was traumatized." 
The Rhodes scholarships for 
English, American and English 
colonial students were established 
in I 902 according to the provisions 
of the will of Cecil Rhodes, British 
financier, "to encourage and foster 
an appreciation of the advantages 
which I implicitly believe will result 
from the union of the English 
speaking peoples throughout '·the 
world - while drawing ·from the 
experience friendship and wisdom 
to sustain them in their car.eers." 
Though Rhodes stipulated that 
"no student should be qualified or 
disqualified for election to a 
scholarship on account of his race 
or relgious opinions," women were 
barred from the scholarships until. 
an act of Parliament two years ago 
modified Rhodes' will to grant 
them eligibility. The scholarship 
provides for two or more years of 
study at any of the colleges of 
Oxford University, Odord, 
England, plus cash awards for 
living expenses. 
The. 23-year-old son of Frank 
Allen of Albuquerque and Paula 
Bottome of Bolinas, 
born in Urbana, Ill., and moved to 
New Mexico in 1959, He is a 
graduate of Valley High School in 
Albuquerque. 
At UNM, Allen was active in 
student government, won five 
varsity letters for swimming and 
water polo, became an All-Western 
Athletic Conference swimmer and 
was a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
He majored in EngHsh and minored 
in political science. He graduated 
from UNM magna cum laude in 
May 1978. 
At Oxford, he will study political 
theory, philosophy and economics 
and hopes eventually to have a part 
in policy making concerning 
economic development. 
"Frank is the kind of person we 
look for," said Albert Utton, UNM 
professor of law, former Rhodes 
scholar and member of the Rhodes 
scholarship selection committee. 
"Scholastic excellence is important, 
but moral commitment, leadership 
potential, evidence ·of physical 
vigor and an ability to deal with the 
world outside the university are also 
essential." 
·FRYE 
' '."' ( • " •, I ~~ BOOTS 
Ladies' & Men's 
20o/o 
Off 
lobo 
··men's 
2'12Q.Central SE 243-6954· ShOp 
. 
DeVolder, who served several years as assistant dean for technical 
services in the UNM General Library, has recently been in charge of a 
special project to o·rganize the John Gaw· Meem Architectural Records 
Collection. ., ' . . , __ -...,.....,.,_...,.....-...'7_""1'>-~---=="-'"= 
DeVolder has numerous publi_cations and research .projects to his credit. 
A member or officer of several organizations, he has also given lectures to 
diverse groups on ''Comparative Religion and Kachina Worship," 
"Kachina Doll Symbolism," "Reading Programs," "Children's 
·Literature" and "Benjamin Franklin, American." 
DeVolder is listed in "Who's Who in Lbrary Service," "Who's Who in 
the West" and the "Dictionary of International Biography." 
Morton Hoppenfeid dean of the school of architecture& planning at 
UNM has been appointed research fellow of the Urban Land Institute. 
Hoppenfeld is being recognized for his significant contributions to 
advances in knowledge related to land use planning and development. He 
is one of 10 Americans and Canadians selected for the fellowship this year. 
As a ULI research fellow, Hoppenfeld will be encouraged to guide and 
participate in the Institute's programs, meetings and publications. 
ULI is a non-profit research and educational organization founded -in 
1936 and dedicated to improving land use and development practices in the 
. ' United States. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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: 101 Student Discount : 
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This could be the beginning of your A large, frosty cold drink. And you've 
favorite course this year. got a regular, full course meal! All from 
Just cut out this coupon and come on Whataburger. 
over for a big, fresh Whatab\!,rger® cooked And when you clip out this coupon 
just the way you want it and made with we'll introduce you to something free I 
everything you like. lettuce, pickles, So tome on over and get into your 
tomatoes ... you name it! favorite course! We're waiting, but We 
Add. some hot, crispy French fries. won't start without you. 
r•••••••••••••••• 
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I Plo.,cprcscm<ll~t,~m~ll'~~~~ruopcrta«<>filcr. I 
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Snow, ice create 
traffic hazards 
During the snowstorm in early December, there were 
more than 200 automobile accidents because of ice-covered 
streets. A van, traveling down Lead, spun around several 
times before going on down the street backwards, 
CHADWICK PHOTO 
CLEARANCE SALE 
All Fall and Winter Clothing 
Marked 20-50% OFF 
2916 Central SE 
266-9946 
11-6 pm Mon.·Sat. 
Visa/MC 
Taiwan st'udents rap 
Carter 'hypocrisy' 
CAMPUS 
AUTO PARTS INC. 
NEW & REBUILT PARTS FOR ALL 
(DOMESTIC) CARS, VANS & TRUCKS . I IMPORT 
Featuring 
Most 
Major 
Brand 
Lines 
also TOOLS 8t ACCESSORIES 
CH~;;;;;o•. tt:• · /!1'::1. MOTORCRAFT 
..... . ... . liiillll "'tiiJi7: VALVOLINE 
..,. ... u ... O ... \l•!!i;lo!f fill . • WAGNER IRAKES 
""'••a• ' " • - • QUAKER STATES 
AtJLOlill' 
~ • KENDALL 
WALKER eauniUft • 
10% Student ahd Staff Discount 
on Non-sale Items! 
WHOLE-
SALE 
..IIIII 0 Parts Plus 
• .,. autostor. RETAIL 
• I M-F 8-6 lw.:rr~il247-0321 sat 9-5 
2112 CENTRAL AVE., S.E. 
(ACROSS FROM U.N.M. • NfAR YALI} 
By CHRIS MILLER 
The reaction of four Taiwanese 
graduate students attending UNM 
to the breakoff in diplomatic 
relations between the U.S. and the 
Republic of China (Taiwan) range 
from .disappointment to bitterness 
toward the American government. 
These feelings are. not based so 
much on a fear for Taiwan's future, 
as on the "hypocrisy" that 
President Carter is displaying in his 
foreign and human rights policy, 
the students· said. 
Chien-Sheng ·su, president of the 
Chinese Students Organization on 
campus, said the U.S. is giving up 
much more than Communist China 
in the establishment of full 
diplomatic relations between the 
two countries. 
"Carter gave up all his principle; 
all of the democratic principles of 
personal freedoms and liberties on 
which the United States is based," 
Su said. 
Chung-Chyang Lee said Carter is 
renouncing his policy on human 
rights by recognizing Communist 
China. "The people in Mainland 
China don't have human rights, not 
even a free press," Lee said. "By 
officially recognizing Communist 
China and by breaking off relations 
with 'taiwan - a free, democratic 
nation - Carter is going back on 
his·human rights policy.'' 
Hsien-Wu Chen said the move Communist China would even-
was a "slap in the face of a friend. l tually attempt to take over Taiwan, 
don't think Carter really believes in but not in the immediate future. 
his heart that the recognition of "Communist China will first try to 
China is in the best interests of the ·weaken Taiwan economically, 
world,'' Chen said. politically and consequently 
Gu-Fung Tsuei said the move militarily before they would try to 
came "as a shock and a surprise to attacR the island,'' Chen said, "and 
the Taiwanese people. Our country that !llight not even happen in my 
was informed· of the break in lifetime." 
diplomatic ralations only seven Su said, however, that Com-
hours before Carter made the munist China will never drop its 
announcement on T.V.,'' Tsuei hopes of uniting Taiwan with the 
said. "The l).S. has been our best mainland. "They (tile communist 
friend ever since World War II. Chinese).don't base their policy in 
What are we S\lpposed to think terms of one year or of five years, 
now?" but in terms of hundreds or 
Su said the three major reasons thousands of years," Su said. 
that Carter decided to establish Chen said Communist Chi:la is 
diplomatic relations with . Com· "afraid because of the island . 
munist China and break the ties republic's democratic-government 
with Taiwan are economic, to and high standard of living. They 
maintain the batance of power with constantly fear that this truth might 
the Soviet Union, and to bolster make its way to the people and 
Carter's image with the American therefore the propoganda they'have 
people.'' already been saying against Taiwan 
"Carter played the China card is probably going to be stepped 
against Russia to appease the up,'' Chen said • 
economic interests of big business Chen said Taiwan must learn to 
in the United States," Su said. be more independent and more self 
"And in doing so, he used the same sufficient as businesses might pull 
methods of secret diplomacy that their investments out of Taiwan 
he criticized Nixon and Kissinger and put them into Communist 
for using". China, a more lucrative prospect 
su said he hopes Taiwan will still with its now estimated one billion 
be able to purchase weapons from people. 
the U.S., which he says are "I wisll everyone who goes to 
necessary for the defense of 'the Communist China would stop off 
country. "We need the bargaining in Taiwan to see the great dif-~ lllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ ~~:d. f o ~. ~~ ie~:r s:al ::~en~ l;i :~~ [ f:i~~c~ t~~ d ~~~~~~=IT~~:~;:: h ~ ~~ 
- =_support from the U.S. we won't in comparison to the lack of human 
= = have a very strong defense in the rights and the meager living S d future.'' tu. ent All four students said that munistChina,''Susaid. ~wde~ ------------~---------~~~~~~~==--
o\ce''oc'l 
· Dltectotles = 
lOc = 
-
With cu11ent stud~nt ID = = 
= 
= = = -
= 
-- Student Dltectolles will go on sale beginning Jan. 15th · =: 
= (o.lso avo.llo.bl~ o.t th~ stud~nt actlvltl~s c:~nt~t prior to th~ 15th) _ 
at the UNm Bookstote and th• student 
lnfotmcdlon centet In the SUB 
= = 
= Only available to cuttently en~olled UNm Students = 
For lurthet lnformo.tlon co.ll student o.ctlvltles 277-4706 = 
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lnn-triguing 
Offer. 
r·•··-----·~-----·~ 1 . . . . Buyonemzza1 . . . 1 
1 get the next struiller sJZefree. 1 
I Plzzalnn'olrr~slstlble pizzas are now twice as tempting. Wifh this coupon. . I 
I When you buy any giant. large or medium size thl.1 crust pizza or any large size 1 thief< crust pizza at the regular menu price, we'Uglve you one pizza ol tho nolll 
I smaller size With equal number or Ingredients and the same type e.ru. st rrae. 1 Present this coupon with QU!'St cheek. 
lltJN-10 Vallctthru:Jan. 15, 1979PJzza; ...... I 
Lcoupon Not Valid for Gourmet Pizzas =r """'·\&· ... 
-----------------
1240 Wyomihg Blvd. NE 296-0588 
5555 Montgomery NE 881-1018 
3040 Juan Tabo • 298-6858 p.• .. f .... I.ZZ8 . .u.u.&. 
"\Ww got a feeling)OO're gonna lilie'us.~ 
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Students protest increase 
By CHRIS MILLER 
UNM President William Davis 
answered questions Dec. I outside 
the Student Union Building from 
about 100 students angry over the 
proposed increases in student fees 
and t11ition costs. 
91 per cent of approximately 2100 
students disapproved the proposed 
hike in student fees. 
Davis told the students, "This 
was hardly an indication of the 
feelings or a majority of the 
students since only 10 per cent of 
them voh;d.." 
Educational Finance. 
"This is the first time students 
have indicated a desire to cut back 
on the services funded by the 
student fees since I've been at 
UNM," Davis said. "The ad-
ministration therefore went on the 
assumption that students wanted to 
keep the services the $amc which the office of each activity funded by 
meant the need to increase the fees the student fees to determine what 
to support them.'' . services, if any, could be cut to keep 
A planned student demonstration 
and march from tile SUB to the 
president's office were cancelled 
when Davis appeared to speak to 
the students. 
One student said he doubted ht,J the costs down. These results will be 
would be able to afford the in- considered at the next Regents' 
creased costs at UNM. meeting in January when a final 
Davis said the administration decision on the proposed fees hike 
would be sending a questionnaire to " will probably be made, Davis said, 
Davis said the increases are .;;:;c;c;:c:j0c:s;cs;csc~O<:Xiiiii:so:;c;cM;o:;c;c;:c;c;:c;c;c;:c;;c;:c;c;c;:c;;c;:c;c;c;:c;;c;:c;c;:s;ij 
necessary to offset current inflation 
The 9-per cent increase in 
student-activity fees and the 7 .5-per 
cent hike in tuition rates had been 
approved by the Board of 
Educational Finance two weeks 
before. The new student fees must 
be approved by the UNM Regents 
and tile tuition rates by the state 
legislature which convenes later this 
month, before they can be .im-
plemented. 
In a vote conducted by ASUNM 
during the last week of November, 
rates and an expected $175,0(10 loss 
in expected income a semester due 
to continued declines in enrollment. 
Several students said that because 
the administration failed to inform 
them of the proposed hikes they 
were not given the chance to say 
whether they preferred a cutback in 
services to the increases. 
Davis told the students that 
information about the proposed 
increases were published in the 
LOBO and Albuquerque 
newspapers before the last meetings 
of the Re~~;ents and the Board of 
CHADWICK PHOTO 
A protest march against a proposed tuition hike was aban-
doned when President William Davis spoke to demon-
strators on Dec. 1, 1978, on the UNM mall. 
UNM bureau 
to aid census 
Although the next cen.sus is still 
more than a year away, 
preparations for it have already 
begun at the University of New 
Mexico Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research. 
The bureau is the depository 
from which census data is 
distributed for the state of New 
Mexico, said Dr. Lee Brown, 
bureau director. 
The bureau is also becoming 
more heavily involved in the in-
terpretation of census data and in 
providing technical assistance in its 
access and use, Brown said. This is 
a result of the bureau having been 
designated the New Mexico Data 
Center in the federal Census 
Bureau's new State Data Center 
Program. 
"The State Data Center program 
is trying to expand the use of census 
data,'' Brown said. He added that 
census information is used by both 
pu bhc and private institutions in 
developing long range plans and 
programs. . 
"This program will ultimately 
lead to the establishment of. one 
center in each state which will be 
the central source of census data for 
that state," he said. "The bureau 
will be the principal agency in the 
New Mexico Data Center." 
rn addition to its duties as the 
New Mexico Data Center for census 
LEVIN PHOTO 
Dr. Lee Brown 
information, the bureau is also 
involved in planning prior to the 
census. 
"Part of our job is making sure 
that the geographic divisions of the 
state are clearly defined and that 
the Census Bureau has adequate 
maps of the census areas," said 
Lynn Wombold, a demographer 
with the bureau. 
The final ~tep is promoting the 
use of the expanded amount of data 
available from the census, she 
added. 
'Ripped Off 
on Automotive 
Senrice? 
.·f.:!>' 
Take a course in Automotive Consumer Economics! 
Industrial Education 493-001 
· Toe. & Thor., 2:00-3:15 p.m. 
This cnurse deals with automotive consumer information. 
Some of the areas covered are: Purchasing a new or used car; 
financing and insurance; automotive service; new car and 
used car pricing; guide for consumer maintenance; and many 
other areas. This is the first time this course has been offered 
to undergraduates at UNM. 
Student 
Orientation 
Infortnation 
New Students 
Don't Forget to Attend 
Orientation to UNM 
Wed.Jan.10at3:00pm 
Or 
Fri.Jan.12 at 10:00 am 
In the SUB Theater (lower level south end) 
Following each orientation session 
Campus Tours will be conducted 
For further infortt1n t ion contact the Office of 
the Dean of Sittdcnt~,~lcsa Vista llall1129, 277-8361 
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King answers questions 
oy 1~1uN noss 
Last November, by a mere 3,800 
votes, Democrat Bruce King 
defeated Republican-challenger Joe 
Skeen for the office of governor of 
New Mexico. It was the second 
successful .. gubcrnatonal campmgn 
for King who had occupied the -
governor's office from 1971 
through 1974 preceding the four-
year term of J crry Apodaca. _ 
On Jan. I, King, along with other 
With tuition costs at colleges and vocotionol/technicol schools 
at on all-time high, many high school graduates are finding them· 
selves able to meet admission standards, but unable to afford 
the tuition. 
The Navy wonts all qualified candidates to achieve ~he goal of 
higher education. And we con help, through a dramatiC new pro-
gram called the Veterans Educational Assistance Plan. · 
Under this plan, Navy men and women can save from $50 to $75 
each month, and their savings will be matched 2 for 1! If you 
save $2700 over a three year period, the Government will match 
this with $5400-for a combined saving of $8100! 
Get all the facts. Just call your nearest Navy recruiter. He can 
tell you how to get ahead in the Navy. And how easy it is to save 
$8100. Call or write: 
DOWNTOWN 
766-2340 
MIDTOWN 
268-6734 
HEIGHTS 
766-3570 
state-elected o llicials, was sworn 
into office. 
On Dec. 8 of last year, the LOBO 
interviewed the then governor-elect. 
His answers to LOBO questions are 
recorded below: 
Q: Acknowledging campaign 
promises, do you still intend, Gov. 
King, to work for increased state 
support for education during your 
term in office? 
A: Yes, I certainly do. I think that 
we have a good educational system 
and I will work for increased ap· 
propriations to education at all 
levels, 
Q: College faculty are complaining 
of a 4 to 5 per cent decrease an· 
nually in salary due to inflation. 
Does your administration intend to 
address this complaint? 
A: Well, we certainly want our 
faculty to be well compensated for 
the good they do. I think tht:y are a 
tremendous faculty, and I have. 
already been looking at the stan-
ding that we have with other states 
and how our salary pattern fits. We 
h.ave done quite well by our faculty 
in New Mexico, b•it we have to 
continue to do well, and we cer-
tainly will. 
Q: As you know, the BEF (Board 
of Educational Fianance) has 
approved a tuition and fee hike at 
UNM beginning next fall. Will your 
adminstration back the BEF's 
proposal? 
A: Well, I will not comment on the 
BEF's proposal until I've had an 
opportunity to see all the proposals, 
but J'm in opposition to an increase 
in the tuition. I feel that the amount 
of monies that we have been having 
in surplus, after to needs. of 
operating governm~nt in New 
Mexico, will continue to ac· 
cumulate. This will be an area that 
we should appropriate additional 
money is my own personal feeling. 
Q: This is the first year academic 
libraries of the state are without 
bond funds for purchase of books 
and periodicals. Would· another 
bond issue be feasible? · 
A: Well, I would say that perhaps it 
(another bond issue) would be 
feasible, but in the event that it's 
not feasible well we would ... It 
would be feasible, we have to have 
--------=~-, 
CHADWICK PHOTO 
Governor Bruce King said his administration intends to 
address college faculty complaints of a 4 to 5 per cent 
decrease aimuyally in salary due to inflation. 
the books and we certainly must see 
that we do keep updated with our 
libraries. 
Q: Will the state evemually move 
toward pe_rmanent funding for the 
college libraries? 
A: Yes, I think this would be the 
way that we should move. So, 
hopefully, we could do it fr,om 
general fund monies. But if not, I 
would certainly favor a bond issue. 
legislature and I would not always 
agree as to how the money was to 
be disperser!. So, we did keep the 
money wh.:~e it was properly in· 
vested and could be utilized. 
The point of the campaign was 
that we were able to do the things 
that people of New Mexico needed 
without any tax increases and still 
have this amount of money 
available. Of the monies that I was 
able to put into the permanent 
service tax fund, which was where 
$140 million did go, about $55 
Q: Do you support a statewide million of that is still there, which 
junior college system? · was a good way to go. Tlie other 
$85 million or so was kind of 
blended in with other general fund 
monies until it was largely 
dispersed. 
GOLDEN FRIED . 
A: I support a good educational 
system and I do feel that a junior 
college program does have merit. I 
have said that I do not think it 
should be tied with TVI ·or, 
necessarily, with UNM. I think the 
community college concept would 
work well and I was one of the 
original sponsors of that concept 
I was pleased to notice th3:t it 
looks like we will have well over $50 
million irt surplus monies when I do 
take office. So we are very 
financially sound. 
G a to;•· ·,:~::::::::'::"! · ·•: CHICKEN 
L,~~.......-ii 
LUNCHEON SPECIAL 
2 Pieces of Golden Fried Chicken, 
dinner roll, spicy beans and 7 up 
$J.39 
USE OUR CONVENIENT 
DRIVE UP WINDOW 
AT 1830LOMAS AT VALE 
OTHER lOCATIONS· 
6431 Ce!WJ\ NW 
10015 CENTRAL NE 
MONTGOMERY & 
JUANTABO 
HOURS: 
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM 
SUN. fHR.U THURS. 
11:00 AM TO 11·00 PM 
FRI. & SAT. 
when I was in the legislature. 
I think we should review the 
issue, and I certainly could consider 
I myself as a proponent of junior I college in view of the fact that I am I 1 interested in making an opportunity 
:j for everyone to get a good 
'' education. It should tie in with the I 
1 others- (institutions)· to where they · 
1 (s<udents) could go to the junior 
I college and then transfer right into another institution. I'm sure they 
I would be able to do this, but I do _ think we need them (institUtions) to 
tie together but still be a little bit 
separated on the management level. 
Q: At the beginning of your 
gubernatorial campaign, you 
bragged of a $140 million. tax 
surplus at the end of your first term 
as governor. Why don't we hear of 
the surplus anymore and where has 
it gone? 
Q: During your campaign you 
announced sUpport for the ap-
pointment of a voting student 
regent on UNM's Board of 
Regents. When and how do you 
plan to keep your camp:'tgn 
promise? 
A: Yes, I sure did, and I'm still very 
interested in having the input of the 
students. As we do have those 
(appointments) coming up, I would 
appreciate the students giving me a 
name or so that we could consider. 
Q: You also campaigned at the 
University on a clean-air/full· 
employment platform. What do 
you plan to do as governor to work 
for clean air and full employmeni in 
the state? 
A: Well, I think this was one of the 
real keys of the campaign. I don't 
think we should have development 
just for development's sake or 
boom-or-bust type of development. 
I .. think that the development is 
progressing in a very orderly 
manner that is making sufficient 
development at the nrc~~nt time. 
(cont1nuod CJU pog6121 
·'. 
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Panel to study study S/DS 
By ROBIN LICHTENS'l'EIN 
Each year approximately 10,000 
infants in the United States die in 
their sieep for no apparant reason. 
The mystery of these deaths is 
being studied by a pane) of three 
pathologists, one. from UNM, with 
the help of a $30,000 grant from the 
National Institute fo Child Health 
and Development, a division of the 
department of Health, .Education 
and Welfare. The grant will be 
renewed annuaUy for three years, 
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, 
also known as Crib Death, is 
defined as the sudden, unex:pected 
and inexplicable death of an infant, 
where ev~n a thorough postmortem 
examination fails to show the cause 
of death. 
The wndrome accounts for 
about ten per cent of deaths which 
occur in American infants during 
the first year of life. It is the leading 
single cause of death in infants over 
one week old, said Beverly White, 
SIDS coordinator and health 
counselor at UNM. 
Dr. James. T. Weston, Medical 
Investigator at UNM, said that the 
panel will conduct an epidemiologic 
study of at least 7 50 SIDs victims 
each year, which involves finding 
corrola.tions of demographic, 
geographic and medical conditions 
ofSIDS victims, We$ton said. 
The .other members of the panel 
iue Dr. Russell Fisher, Chief 
Medical Investigator in Maryland, 
and Dr. Marie Valdes DePena, of 
the University of Miami, nationally 
known for their work in forensic 
medicine. 
The SIDS victims will be taken 
from five communities: New York 
City, Chicago, a group of rural 
counties in upstate New York, King 
County in Washington state, and a 
collection of counties in Northern 
Calfornia. 
''Tissue samples from every 
organ of the infant's body will be 
microscopicaily examined by each 
Panelist and the results will be sent 
to San Francisico on a monthly 
basis. They will then be fed into a 
computer to determine if there are 
any consistant patterns," Weston 
said. 
There is an increased risk of 
SIDS among babies of low birth 
weight, among those who are non-
white and among those born to 
families of the lower socioeconomic 
classes, Weston said. To what 
extent these variables are in· 
terdependent has not been 
established. 
"Historically, SIDS was defined 
as when the mother 'overlaid' her 
baby, which meant the mother 
rolled over in her sleep and suf· 
focated her baby. There were laws 
that prohibited any parent who was 
intoxicated to sleep with their 
baby," Weston said. 
"In the 1920's, pediatricians said 
that the thymus gland, located in 
the neck, secreted something that 
enlarged the lymph glands and 
suffocated the baby. Radiation 
treatment to reduce these 'tumors' 
produced malignancies 18 to 20 
years later. 
"Until ten years ago, doctors 
who saw clumps of innamatory 
cells in the lungs said the infant's 
death was due to a low grade 
pneumonia," Weston said. 
"Today it is clear that SIDS is 
not due to either suffocation or 
pneumonia", Weston said, 
"Our goal in this study is to find 
predictors so we can reduce the 
risks of SIDS. It is impossible to 
find a cure since SIDS is not a 
disease, it is a condition," Weston 
said. 
·-. 
Directly Across From Yale P·ark 
2216 Central SE-265-5986 
Coffee or Hot Chocolate 
Sea cup 
Italian Fatso Subs 
(next to MacDonald's) 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10 to 10 
Sun 12 to 7 pm 
Subs, Pasta, Salads 
with any pal'cha•• 
li•it one pel'ca•to•~l', expll'e•l-12·79 
$1.000ff. 
any Hot Dinner 
Lasagna, Ravioli, Eggplant Parmesan, 
Sausage and Peppers 
(indade• Salad and Gal'llc Bread) 
coupon good thi'Oagh 1-14·79 
You Don't Dave T~ Park A City Bus 
Bus passes on sale 
Don't let the parking situation around campus get you down. L~t SUN-TRAN, 
Albuquerque's public transit system, bring you to school in style. (All of our 
buses are air conditioned) Save money and energy at the same time. 
SUN-TRAN representatives will be at the UNM Bookstore this week. Stop by · 
and ask us about our university bus passes. If you have already pre-
registered for a pass·you can pick it up at this booth. 
We will have free bus information, schedules and maps for our new "GRID" 
route system. 
University Bus Passes For Full time UNM Students 
8:18.00 a semester or 88.00 a month 
/· 
- -
Commuter Bus Passes For Faculty and Sttaff 
and Part-Time Students 
81.1.00 a mouth 
SUN-TRAN AT UNM 6111·~-ei!i~AI 
~ . .~ . 
January 12, 15, 16 and 17 
.. 
UNM BOOKSTORE 
Call 766-7830 for more information 
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Library making facilities 
available to handicapped 
lh CHHIS MlLLER 
Chc~klng out a book in t~e 
library, >earching the index file>. tn 
the card catalog or even browsmg 
among the WlCk> of books is easy 
enough to do and something e~~ry 
college student is grea!ly fam11Jar 
with. Right? Physically han-
d ll H tlicaJ1pCd stu ents say, no: 
UNM student> conftned to 
wheelchairs are unalbe to reach the 
high book check-out table. They 
are unable to reach the upper 
drawers of the card-catalog files. 
And when they do manage to 
~quccze their wheelchairs between 
the book stacks, they are unable to 
reach books on the upper shelves. 
Although the mai~ part Qf 
Zimmerman library IS readilY 
acce'>\ible by elevator to students in requesteJ through the Library of 
wheelchair~, the upper level of the Congress. · 
west. wing special collections area Blind students are exempted 
has no elevator. Library employees from the us11al $5 fee for using the 
can be requested to bring specific library's computer service which 
books to students in wheelchairs, locates source material for research 
but these students cannot browse papers. This eliminates the need for 
through the stacks. blind students to find assist;mce in 
Alice Clark, assistant dean of .searching the card catalog. 
readers' services, said the library is Blind students are also allowed to 
trying to provide for the needs of use the photocopier free of charge, · 
students in wheelchairs and those of Clark said. This permits t.hem to 
students with other handicaps. take home copies of articles where 
For blind, near blind or deaf they can have someone read them 
students, the library offers special aloud. 
facilities in two small study rooms For deaf students the library also 
in the lower level. The rooms are has two fulltime employees who 
equipped with Braille dictionary; a know sign language, Clark said. 
Braille writer; a cassette and reel-to- Phillip Leath, of the Affirmati~e 
reel tape player/recorder; bright, Action office on campus, sa1d 
directional lamps for reading; and a federal regulations now require that 
device •.vhich enlarges printed the university make a "reasonable 
matter on a television screen. adjustment" in all its facilities 'by 
DESKS Students can use the tape· June 3, 1980 to accomodate 
· · machines to play back tapes made handicapped persons. 
$25 oo in the classroom, or to play Leath said a survey of the library 
Harvard • recordings of periodicals, books along with other UNM buildings 
Variety 134 Harvard SE and and other publications w:;~s completed last semester to ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;; determine what renovations and 
CAMPUS BIKE & MOPED repair work are needed to abide by the regulations. 
Sekai, Fuji, Azuki ·a, 5, 10, 12, Speeds "By June 3, 1980 the library will 
MOPEDS 50/ Ab C t be more accessible to all han-ALL . - 10 ove OS dicapped students," Leath said. 1718 Central SE • 243-9630 • Behind Okies 
Discount Prltes • Come In and Compare--• Open Mon-.~ Sat.10·5 
UNM students confined to wheelchairs are sometimes 
nable to reach books on the upper shelves in Zimmerman ~brary: The library is trying to provide for students in 
wheelchairs, as well as other handicapped students. 
... King 
..untinued fro IT page 10 
I think we .should now begin to 
look and see that all development is 
being developed in a mal)ner that is 
not· detrimental to our en-
vironment. So we will review thaf a 
great deal in the coming months. 
Q: Excuse me governor, but in 
using the word "development" are 
you refering to "economic 
development}" 
A: Yes, economic development, 
right. 
Q: Can New Mexicans expect a 
repeal of the food, drug and 
physicians taxes during your term1 
A: Yes, th~y can expect all three. 
They can expect the removal of the 
sales tax on food immediately. The 
net effect will be after a year they 
should all be removed in those 
areas. 
Q: Do you intend to reorganize 
present liquor laws, particularly the 
present ban of liquor sale on 
Sundays? 
. . 
A: Well of course the liquor law is a 
very sticky situation and we ~o need 
an awful lot of work done tn that 
area. 1 will be cooperative ~n 
working with the legislators m 
designing different programs that 
would streamline the operation of 
our system in the liquor law area. 
Q: Will your adminstration work 
for the decriminalization of 
possession of ,small amounts of 
marijuana'? 
A: We did update our laws a great 
deal the first term that I was 
governor to where we increased the 
penalty to the-pusher of hard drugs 
and lowered the penalty for 
possession of less than an ounce of 
marijuana. . 
We've already done some thmgs 
in this area. I will review it with 
students and· with others, but I 
do not favor the total 
of 
student·tO·student 
counseling and 
ct'lsls inteJVention 
NW COI\NhR MES/\ VIStA HALL 
277-3013 
• 
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ACT scores'rise / Weight .. loss program looks for volunteers 
Albuquerque students last year 
scored higher than the national 
average on two major college 
entr<mce tests, school officials said 
last week. 
The scores were higher for the 
second straight year on the, 
American College Testing Progran1 
tests, and fm• the fifth straight year 
on the Scholastic Aptitutde Test, 
Albuquerque Public Schools 
Supt;rintendent Joseph Robitaille 
said. 
About 3,400 students, or one-
third of the juniors. and seniors 
eligible, took the exams, 
On the ACT test, generally used 
by western colleges, the APS score 
of 18.7 compares to the national 
avl;!rage of 18.5 and the state 
average of 17.5 APs· students 
scored higher than the national 
average on all foltr sections of the 
test. 
On the SAT test, used by 1astern 
colleges, students scored 484 on the 
verbal section, compared to 485 for 
New Mexico and429 for the nation. 
On the SAT math section, the 
composite average score was 523, 
compared to 524 for the state and 
468 for the nation. 
Robitaille said the scores indicate 
that APS student wiU "have a very 
Pledge drives nets 
$39,895 for KNME 
By DEBBIE PACZYNSKI 
Raising approximately $40,000 in nine days is reason enough to "feel 
proud," not only of the community, but also of the station, said KNME-
TV's Program Manager Carlos Molina. 
The drive that KNME (Channel 5, a Public Broadcasting Station licen-
sed by UNM and the Albuquerque Public Schools) held .during the first 
weeks of December 1978 marked the station's "first full-time, fuU-fledged 
effort" at fund raising, said Molina. 
Greg Peterson, the station's Promotions Director, Molina, three full-
time employees and a handful of volunteers were responsible for the sue- . 
cessful pledge drive. · 
Molina said that because of the high costs of operating a television· 
station, it is highly desirable for a station to go to fund-raising. 
An earlier pledge drive by the station in December 1977 netted $5,775 
from- 317 contributors over a period of 10 days. 
The fund raising this December showed a gain of 169 per cent over last 
year, netting $39,895 over a period of nine days from 2,414 pledges. 
KNME last year joined the Station Independence Program, a 
mechanism of PBS, to help in their fund raising effort. 
SIP stations can use programs specially tailored by PBS to fit in and 
draw viewers during fund raising weeks. This time, programs sucli as 
specials on Maria Callas and Isadora Duncan, "Variations From Vien-
high probability of success" in 
college. 
A doctoral candidate in the UNM psychology department is looking 
for 90 overweight people to participate in an eight-week weight•loss 
The percentage vf students 
taking the tests has declined during 
the past decade, with about half of 
the eligible students taking the tests 
in 1969 compared to a third of the 
students taking them last year. 
program. · , 
Tim Strongin saW tlw program will cxpcrimc11t with methods of 
keeping weight off, including exercise and self-image building. 
"The big problem in weight loss programs is that the participants 
tend to gain it back again," Strongin said. 
Persons interested in the program can call the psychology dcpar· 
\.tment. -" 
Cross-country skiing is fun for everyone/ We want you to enjoy it too! 
We feel that "the sweetness of low cost is quickly lost in the bitterness of poor quality" 
and so we try hard to provide. high quality goods and services. Our staff is highly 
qualified and knowledgeable and always willing to take the time to help you choose the 
equipment that's best for you. 
Come look through our selection of skis, boots, and fine touring clothing and when 
you find what you need, we'll wish you ... "G d T • 11 
The Day Tour Outfit: 
Rossignol Caribou Ski $ 82.00 
Haugen Classic Boot 52.00 
Rottefella Tour Binding · 10.50 
· Exel Popular Pole 11.50 
Mounting,& Base Prep. 9.00 
Regular Price $165.00 
Outfit Price $144.95 
(Light Touring-Casual to Active) 
Mountains 
& 
268·4876 
oo our1ng 
The Casual Skier's Outfit: 
Rossignol Touring Ski 
Appalachia Boot · 
Exel Popular Pole 
Rottefella Fenix Binding 
Mounting & Base Prep. 
Regular Price 
Outfit Price 
$ 64.00 
34.00 
11.50 
8.50 
9.00 
$127.00 
$105.00 
(General to Light Touring-Casual) 
na," and "T~e Best of Laurel and Hardy.'.' were used. " 
Moina said the money from.the pledge drives will ~e put into buying 
new equipment, replacing old equipment l!lld acquisitioning new 
programs. 
Rivers 
2320 Central S.E. Mon-Fn:l0·6 Sat:9·5 
Monday thru Friday 
9to7 
Saturday 9 to 6 
RIGHI ~CAOS~ FROM ~I,,M 
Instant financing 
up to $750.00 
Inventory Reduction Sale 
· Jan.8 thru Jan.31. 
In store specials on: 
Bose, Grado, Dual, Micro Seiki, 
Harmon, Kardon, JVC, JBL, Teac, 
Sony and Maxell. 
System Builder 
JVCJRS-81 
35 watts per channel, inaudible 
distortion, triple guard protection, 
FEr RF amp and phase lockloop 
for super FM. Speaker selection and 
tape monitor. 
Unbelievable 
pri~e of 
$199.95 
..til: .. - ......... _ 
~r;-·~·· ·~· ... J·,L. • • .. 
-.- .... -~··· 
JVC }RS-61 with 18 clean watts 
per channel. Garrard 4~M for 
reliability and precise sound .. 
Precision acoustics PA-12, a full 
size a .. way speaker with a robust 
12 inch woofer for the kind of 
sound you want. The complete 
system for only .$359.95. 
Menaulat 
. Pennsylvania 
~ f 
. 
' \ 
' 
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UNM IDcard 
does have uses 
A validat~d UNM identification card will not grant you admission to the 
city's singles bars or serve as credit in department stores, but it does have 
certain u~es and even a few benefits: 
-checking out library books 
-voting in ASUNM elections 
-buying tickets for concerts, athletic events and other entertainment at 
discounted prices 
-checking out athletic equipment for various sports 
-buying at discounts at some selected stores 
-gaining entrance into UNM dances 
-receiving a UNM athletic ID card 
-swimming with a guest at the Johnson Gym pool 
-buying a student directory at a discount 
-cashing checks at the cashier's office 
-receiving treatment at the Student Health Center 
And this is only a partial list. 
If one is careless enough to permanently misplace his valuable UNM ID 
card, they arc replaceable- for a fee. He must simply pay a visit to the 
Cashier's Office, pay $5, get a receipt, step down a few doors and be 
outfitted for a new card, 
Poppin' jumpers from the foul line or 
cheerin' in the bleachers ... the Pepsi Generation 
knows that a courtful of team spirit 
is a big part of hav1ng a Pepsi Day. And when the 
game taKes a breaK. t~ey make a fast 
break for plenty of 1Ce-cold PepSI·Cola. 
But Pepsi PeOple aren't just sports 
fans in the gym. They're kids in Pepsi-Cola's Youth 
·Sports Program-learning sports skills today 
they can use for a lifetime. Kids learning to love the 
excitement of all sports each·and 
every day. Kids learning to make each day 
a Pepsi Day. You can. too. 
C'mon. C'mon, C'mon 
and Have a Pepsi Day. 
o-e"· 
Duck rin·k The Cluck pond froze during Ohristmas break, creating a large ice-skating rink for our web-footed friends. 
Coke to gQ on sale 
in China this month .. 
Coca-Cola will become the first 
American consumer product 
available in the People's Republic 
of China when it goes on sale there 
this month. 
Announcement of an exclusive 
board and chief executive officer of 
the Coca-Cola company. 
"The re-entry of Coca-Cola into 
the People's Republic of China is a 
momentous occasion for us," Mr. 
Austin said. 
soft drink agr~ement .was madetby The agreement grants the Coca-
J. Paul Austm, cha~rman of he . Cola company the sole privilege of 
OUTDOOR 
CLOTHING SALE! 
20-50% SAVINGS 
High Quality Brand Names: 
Camp 7 • Woolrich- Trail wise 
(Parkas, Vests, Sweaters, 
Hats, Sleeping Bags) 
Starts Jan. 2nd. 
TRAILMASI'ER 
5401 Central NE 
Ju\i •:a.~ I uf HN :\"ali1~•.:el U;ml.: 
266-4Ilt 
selling cola drinks in the Chinese 
market, . 
· Under terms of the agreement 
with China National Cereals, Oils 
and Food Stuffs Import-Export 
Corporation, the company will 
supply bottled and canned Coca-
Cola for distribution in major 
Chinese cities and tourist areas. 
Initial cities for distribution will 
include Shanhai, Peking, 
Kwangchow and Hangchow. The 
supply will be shipped from the 
most suitable location, which might 
DISCO AT 
ffiOLL Y SLADES 
be Hong Kong, Japan or the west 
coast of the United States. 
Austin said the first bottling 
plant will be installed in Shanhai 
before the end of 1979. It will be 
followed by seve(al additional 
bottling plants and some canning 
installations at sites to be deter-
mined by distribution studies. The 
product will be packaged in 6 and 
one-half returnable bottles in 
addition to cans, and the agreement 
involves cash payment for the 
concentrate. 
In addition, the Coca-Cola 
company will arrange and supervise 
importation of machinery and will 
provide technical assistance in plant 
construction and startl.tp, as well as 
technical assistance to container-
manufacturing suppliers. · 
FREE donee lessons ffion. q:JO pm 
Lo_dies Night Wed. 1/2 Price Drinks 
BIG 'jllLEY IA.NCH C · 
8904 Mena~l N .. E .. 
c 
• 
.11 am to 7 pm 
New'< 
RECEIVERS TURNTABLES DECKS 
. 
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WE'VE STILL 
GOT LOTS OF 
BARGAINS 
LEFT! 
VIDEO & TV 
MPIONEEn [IJ ®PIONEER 111 ®PIONEER' SONY 
•• 
(\I}PIONEE;R <.e,?.c .. rwin-Vaqa ®PIONEER' c::.R.f-\ I G &:TDK Golcls1ar 
€) ctarton ·SHAMROCK 
• 
SONY 
Technics BASF Cet.nmiiX EiCI SPECTRUM 
.SANVO lrTEKNIKA Technics 
.SANVO SONY Vision ~·- Video Tape 4AC. ~ PROFILE • ~~~ LEGEND llii:IPZUI JENSEN Portland esANVO ~IG 
HD400 
Sennheiser 
$24.95 
Automatic bell drive turntable with base 
and dust cover. CS 1245 
$189 
Audio Furniture 
wood stereo cabinets & rac~s · 
all priced to sell 
Cassette Ri!corder 
featuring Dolby noise 
reduction, bias & 
equalization controls 
1· 
Fronlloading cassette deck with Oolbv 
noise reduction. BSD 300 
. 
Bigston 
$1 09 I e t::.c:•l 
. i·= -.; .. ~·-;1 
· stereo in dash 8 
player uring dial 
in the door tuning 
FT873 $1. · 09 .. San yo 
Technics ~~~ 
Warehouse Pricecl! 
no phone quotes 
Jensen C-9740 
car speakers 
$43.95 
byP--
2 inch, high output woofer with eHiciency 
of 98 decibels sound pressure level, one 
watt. power input. Spectrum 4001 
Walnut cab)net 
·: w-1~ ~~ $)69 
~ · EACII 
Sony trinitron 
KV 1216 
complete with wood cabinet, 
6x9" 20 oz. electronic tuning & that 
coaxra• Trinitron picture! 
Sony .-:i::::l 
$342 1 ~ ~ 
receiver with 60 watts 
no more than 0.1%THD' 
BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS 
Empty cabinets In all 
sizes.& price ranges 
Create the speaker for your earl 
instant financing available 
dash AM·FM stereo <.-ompact cassette 
Dolby, pu~hbutton tuning. 
$215 
car stereo speakers with 6x9 inch 
woofers, 3'h Inch mtdranges, 2 inch 
tweeters, under dash control unit. J 1 001 tng JENSEN 
.,.u TOTAL SYSTEM 
Majestic open air 
headphones with full 
audio range. 
$15.95 
Panasonic 
Discwasher and Sound Guarll record 
cleaner and preservation kHs. 
Longer life and better sound. 
Bf~ SJ·&95 
Sound Guard' 
90minute ultra dynamic cassette 
recording tape Max ell U DC 90 
$2.85 max ell 
Pure power stereo receover, phone fully automatic direct drvie tumlable 
equaltzer. \ow distortton conlrol amp. with Shure ME 910 cartridqe Pl530 
16 walls per channel ai no more than Base and dusf cover inqluded. 
0,15"'.,:fi0'. G 2000$169 MPJONEEn 
..... 1 
-· 
.,, 
' 
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Lobo Basketball 
Has Its 
Ups ··and Downs 
University store 
(across from UNM) 
M·Th. 10·10 
F.-Sat. 10·12 
Sun. 12·8 
255·2225 
Be sure and visit our 
uptown store at 
4517 Central SE 
all thru January 
for our consolidation 
sale 
Budget welcomes you back 
with more Great Music for '79 
Bringing You The Best In: 
• Prices • Service 
• Selection • Atmosphere 
•••• Because Budget Loves You Better 
HAW All 66 LOBOS 64 
A. slumping Lobo basketball 
team made a trip to the Hawa.iian 
Islands, with hopes of getting . 
things together before conference 
play began. 
But things went wrong from the 
very start . 
. Lobo Larry Belin either decided 
not (o go or Coach Norm Ellen-
berger decided to keep Belin home, 
but either way Belin and his 14-
point per game average were not in 
Hawaii. 
Then when the game began, .it 
was not the type of game the Lobos 
like to play. Tl1ere were very few 
times when mass confusion was the 
case. 
Hawai.i with their 2-3 zone 
managed to keep the _game orderly 
and the score low, enabling the 
Rainbow Warriors to upend New 
Mexico 66-64. 
The Lobos jumped out to a 26-20 
lead with 7:40 left in the first half 
and held on to a 34-29 half-time 
edge. 
With only 2:53 left in the game, 
the Lobos were trying to hang on to 
their two point, 56-54 lead. But 
center Tony Wells (15 points) and 
forward Eric Bowman (16) sparked 
the • Bow W ;irriors and Hawaii the 
lead and eventually the game. 
Paul Roby and Everette Jef-
ferson led the Lobo scoring with 16 
points while Phil Abney con-
~ IIIIUillllllllUIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Ulllllllllllllll'i · t rib u ted I S • 
- - When Abney scored with 2:14 5 5 
-=-- ---= I5e8rt57in ~he gamhe t1o pu~ UNM ahead • , 11 was t e ast lime about 400 
POULSEN PHOTO ~--== §: CAREER SERVICES I= ~~~Ti~hte~La~bsa~~aod~ade the trip, saw 
. e o os dropped to 8-5, while 
3 - SPRJNG SEMIN 5 the Rainbow Warriors made UNM. Andre Logan hooks one in ~ t.t.:: •· . · ARS ~ only their second victim this year in against /~aho State. 
~ _5 11 tries. The record is misleading in LOBOS 91 DAVIDSON 77 
= = that they played both Utah and ~=-= 5 Arizona State down to the wire In the first round of the Lobo 
· 5 before losing.· Invitational, two Lobos introduced 
~= Designed to Help You Utilize the Career -=· · · themsetvestothePitcrowd. 5 It wasn't that they hadn't been 
~ Center to the Fullest in Deciding on a Career § IDAHO STATE 73 LOBOS 67 there before. But they hadn't made 
§ d § In the championship game of the their presence felt like they did. 
§ part of the guest who didn't stay Davidson. 
.
=;;;;========== an Looking For aJob. 5 Lobolnvite,ldahoStateplayedthe during UNM's 92-77 win ovet 
5 long enough. In the first half Andre Logan 
§ Just when the Lobos were getting introduced himself as a scorer, 
5 warmed up and' decided that pumping in all of his 16 points in 
O ' t ti t C S ' £ F h S h § playing basketball wasn't so tough that half. With 8:47 left in the first 
§ nen a on 0 areer . erviCeS 10r res men,, op om ores 5 after all, a buzzer went off and half he connected on a pair of free 
-=-~- & Juniors, Mesa Vista So., Rm. 2131 5 Idaho State left the Lobo's home tosses and put UNM ahead 28-14. 
Wed J 24 10 11 § with the Lobo's prized trophy and a In the second half Jim Williams 
-==5====- ., an.. - am s 73-67 win. introduc<.d himself as a dependable Tues., Jan. 30 3-4pm ~ The Bengals used a tight rubber- player. The Wildcats had scored 
Thurs. Feb. 8 10-llam s band zone defense· and tied the five unanswered points and had 
§ Lobos down. Idaho State jumped pulled within six. 
===;;===== 5 out to a 14-2 lead during the game Then Williams, in between a Phil Orientation to Career Services for. Seniors & · 5 they never. trailed· Abney jumper, hit six of seven free 
" § While the Lobo offense was throws and put the Lobos up 82-68. 
Graduate Students, Mesa Vista So., Rm. 2131 5 being riddled by the zone, the Lobo At one point in the second half, 
==-- Wed., Jan .. 24 2-3pm § defense constantly gave up the easy Davidson had rattled off nine 5 lay-up, Pr else let Lawrence Butler unanswered points. A storming 
§ Tues., Jan. 30 · 10-llam §do. pretty much as he pleased. Norm Ellenberger.called time out. 
5 Thurs., Feb. 8 2-3pm 5 Butler hit for 33 points and was When the recess was over, Russell 
;;;; 5 named most valuable player in the Saunders, the Lobo's Little 
s 5 tourney. General, did some storming of his 
i . Ho. w to W. rite A Res. ume: The A. rt of C. on. densing i The Lobos trailed 40.27 at the own, scoring' seven points in Jess 
· s £ 5 half, but Phil Abney and his 17 than a minute. 
§ Your Lhe History into Two Pages. Mitchell Hall Rm. 108 § second-half points pulled the Lobos The smooth Everette Jefferson 
§ Fri., Jan. 26 '3-4pm 5 within two at 60-58 with about two led the Lobos .in scoring with 21 § • b · 5 minutes to play. points. Logan and Abney pumped 
§ Fn.,Fe .16 3-4pm I Thatwasascloseasitgot. inl6eachandSaundershadl3. 
; ! 1 How to Interview for That Job & Get It! § 
= -=  = = 5 § 
= An At\emoon with a Professional Industrial Recruiter & = 
s I § Interviewing Videotapes. Woodward Hall, Rm. 149 5 § . Thurs., Feb.l · ·a;30-5pm § 
- = 
--- -= § ~ Come and Visit Career Services & Use Our Computerized ~ · 
i Gareer Information System i 
5_ = 'iii 
= = ~ ~ 
~ = ~lim IIlii unmuuuu1mm mmtmlmnnmmmmmlnmmn! n'm 1111 mt lillt illnummmmnmnnlmlllllllll!lllllllllillllllnmnnnilllllllll 1111111111111:!~ 
Please Join Us!! 
Sorority Rush 
. . 
Sign up for "Rush Emphasis Week" 
in the Student Activities Office 
(1st' floor, New Mexico Union Building) 
by January 19. 
For more information call 
Student Activities at 277-4706. 
• 
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POULSEN PHOTO 
Andre Logan, 22, goes for the easy one against a Cal-State 
Davis defender. 
... More Ups 
loontirlued from page 18J 
'CATS 107 l-OBOS 88 
In a game which was supposed to 
tell just how good the Lobos were, 
the Arizona Wildcats played the 
parts of spoilers as well as rude 
hosts, as they clobbered New 
Mexico 107-88 in Tucson. 
If the game served as an in-
dication as to how the Lobos will 
do against WAC opponents then 
they will take big first-half leads, 
then fall apart in the second half, 
allowing their opponents to win 
easily. 
That's how Arizona did it. With 
4:48 left in the first half, Lobo 
A11dre Logan, sank a pair of charity 
tos~es and the Lobos led 46-30. 
l'hen the Lobos began to fall. If 
they would have looked up, they 
would have seen the place begin· 
ning to c:ave-in on them, but by the 
time the dock read 13:04 left in the 
game, it was too late. At that 
fateful time, Arizona took a lead it 
never relinquished. 
Even the amazing Phil Abney 
couldn't rescue the sorry-looking 
Lobos in the second hal f. Abney 
had a game-high 28 points. 
· Wildcat Joe Nehls, who missed 
all of four shots the entire game, 
poured in 27 points and played a 
large part in helping the 'Cats shoot 
72 per cent from the field in the 
second half. 
A.lso playing a large part in that 
ridiculous percentage shooting was 
the Lobos poor defensive play. Six 
Wildcats hit in double figures. 
Hitting double digits for the 
Lobos were center Larry Belin with 
18 (14 in the first half), Andre 
Logan (who didn'l start for the first 
time in his brief Lobo curccr) with 
14, and Evct·ctte Jefferson (who 
also sal·out the opening ti11-ort) 
with 12. 
It was the I.ollos third loss lu ten 
games, und lll!ll'ked the llcglnnlns 
of' n lhreNiuy t'luhtlll!W V!Wllllon 
for them. 
WlJOH 86 tAMM. VIM 74 
IJet'ute lh~ t'!!l•f)uvlt; !\!Hill'!, 
UNM W!!§hll!, 
they W~l'~ (@iHlillll til@ ll!!lhlll hl 
!Hitltlfl!l wi!h all av!!ta!le amumllll~ 
Jlt1illls liJ!aiH~, 'llttW had ln~t !ltlll~n 
tlntm!lll with ll titlllllle ·or 1umt1~ 
tJv~r 1t uuutlll! ur ~lllllllur school~ 
tmtl ~veil 111~ lll'@l!s W!ls tf@!ltiU!l 
lfi@HI tl!lht, . 
Wi!ll !!itli@f tdl lima~ klrul wonlM 
wm!l 10 their young lillie ltMtiH or 
cis~ !!ley ju.H eoultln't get rclldY !'or 
IIIW!Ii@l' 11!!U~Y" gome. 
t'nH,!ivl9 rmr!IIH UNM to u 37• 
37 He m tile hutr, !JUt the Lobo8 
Ollth!JOH!d lh~ A!l!lfC~ 49·31 In the 
M!COild hull' w uome uwny wltn an 
86·74 win, 
Willi 16:241cf! In liTe gnmcscnior 
superRtar Phil Abney found·himscl( 
on the bench with four fouls. His 
Paul Roby goes for the 
teammates held only a two-point -'"" " dunk against Davidson in the 
lead. Phil Abney, 11, drives toward the basket against David$on. opening round of the Lobo 
But, n~unli~S~~m~ri~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~il~n~w~l~a~H~o~n~a~~~~~~~~~ 
. ping away his Clark Kent disguise, ~ 
Mike Stewart ripped off his warm-
up jacket and came in to show the 
way. The senior scored eight of his 
13 points in the second half, but 
more importantly took charge as 
the team leader on both sides of the 
court. 
The Lobos then scored nine 
unanswered points to take a 50-39 
lead. They led by as much as 21 
points near the end of the game. 
Larry Belin, the 6-8 center who 
thinks he's a 5-8 guard, kept 
launching balls from ·the outside 
and playing with ·agility n<'i 
common to a man so big. He was 
the Lobo's leading scorer with 19 
points. 
Abney added 14 points, including 
some of his more inventive lay-ups. 
Use our 
convenient 
loy-o.wo.g 
pi Oil 
Hot.irs 
q,;)Q. 6111oo.·Thut> 
'130·6ftL 
'1,30-bSc>L 
has It all 
Out Entlte 
Wlntet Stock 
50% 0ff 
But the best inventiveness that 
night, went to Aggie Coach Bob 
Hamilton, who nearly ate his towel 
a couple of times while jumping 
back and forth from his chairto the 
noor and out to any referee passing Lobo ffiiss • 2118 Centro.! SE (ocroaa ftom UHm) • 842-8618 
by. 
(contr.uedon page 181 
2312 central 
268-8515 
. OAY lfJIJS£ SHE:CI:S. 
4¢ STAtiOt\R.D SI-ze 
'!£¢ LEOAL S lze 
-
a so 
TffA.NSPARENC:iES· lJDPL£$ • lA11UIATIIIG 
fl-1111NED lABsu·HIH JFiht.b£vElt1JII'ZG 
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Mark Felix stays with an Eastern Washington player. 
• • • and More Downs lcontinuad from page17) 
Guard Russell Saunders flies over Davidson defender in 
the Lobo invitational. 
POULSEN PHOTO 
Larry Belin goes - for 2 LOBOS 117 E. WASH 94 
against Central Florida. It could have been another 
-.£........._ ... ___ _ 
The $55 Haircut 
. . 
' Who would go to a barber who charges $55 for a haircut? Paul Newman, Peter Lawford, 
Richard Benjamin, Paul Anka, Lee Marvin, Michael Sarrazin and Richard Jaekell, are just some 
of the notables and celebrities who have their hair cut by Jim Markham. 
And now you, too, can get your hair cut with the Markham Style Innovator Method for 
$13.50 (a lot less . than $55). The Markham Style Innovator Method Shop listed below offers 
you styling expertise and methods developed by Jim Markham. In addition they're· exclusive 
sources of the much-wanted Markham Style Innovator Grooming Products. Indulge yourself. 
International· 
Unisex Hair Design Center 
exclusively by appointmenf,_ _2_. _s_·. ·_s_·.· __ 0_ .. _1_6_._6_ ...... I 
7804 Central SE (between Wyoming and Louisiana) 
'boring night, The smallest crowd 
(14,531) of the season showed up in 
the Pit to watcli a Division II team 
with a 1-6 record play the Lobos. 
But it tOok the cool and calm Phil 
Abney to put some excitement into 
the cold night. Abney scored 21 
points in 21 minutes, had seven 
rebounds and five assists and could 
do no wrong in the Lobos 117-94 
win over Eastern Washingten. 
Abney scored 15 points in the 
first half including 13 of the Lobo's 
first 29 points in the game. With a 
little less than nine minutes left in 
the first half Abney put UNM 
ahead to stay with a three-point 
play, making the score 27-26. 
The · Lobos were unable to shake 
the Eagles in the first half as they 
held only a. 54-47 lead after the first 
20 minutes of play. 
In the second half it was Everette 
Jefferson making like a Corvette 
sweeping on down the highway, as 
he scored II of his 19 points. 
In all, six Lobos hit double 
figures as Mike Stewart contributed 
12 and Larry Belin, Russell 
Saunders and Dino Gregory 
pumped in I 0 each. 
The Lobos hit only 44 per cent of 
their shots from the field, while the 
Eagles were blazing at 61 per cent. 
Eastern Washington's leading 
scorer was their 6-l 0 center Marty 
Harpole who hammered in 18 
points. 
LOBOS 124 CENT. FLA. 92 
It didn't maue·r that Central 
Florida was wearing Florida Tech 
uniforms. It didn't matter that 
UNM was about to begin a 
"vacation" stretch in which they 
would cram six basketball games 
and Christmas into about two 
weeks. 
It didn't matter because against 
Central Florida Lobo Mark Felix 
decided to play Santa Claus and 
deal out 16 assists (a school record) 
helping seven Lobes to surge into 
double-figure scoring, in the Lobos 
124-92 win., 
Phil Abney led the way with 19 
points, 18 coming from the field, 
while J3vetette "Hiway" Jefferson 
added 17. 
The Lobos dii:ln't take the lead to 
stay until 12:3 S left in the first half 
and took a 65-47 half-time lead 
over Central Florida (or Florida 
Tech). 
With about 14 minutes left in the 
game Norm Ellenberger got hot. 
The Lobo coach wanted to discuss 
something with one referee, but the 
other one didn't like that idea. So 
he gave him a technical. When 
Ellenberger finally got to talk to the 
ref he wanted, that ref gave him 
another technical. It turned into a 
five-point play for Central Florida, 
a school which had changed its 
name about two weeks before 
playing UNM. 
But it didn't matter as the Lobos 
outscored Central Florida 47"28 
during the remaining. minutes of the 
game. 
• 
New Mexico State basketball 
coach Ken Hayes leaned up against 
the wail outside of the visitors' 
locker room and sighed. 
· "That was a Classic bali game," 
he said, more to himself than to the 
. circle of curious reporters which 
had gathered around him. 
He was tal.king about his team's 
81-74 loss to New Mexico and he 
was trying to explain why his team 
came up on the short-end of the 
score. 
"I thought we played awful 
hard," he said of his team ... 'We 
played well enough to win.'' 
But the real winners .were across 
the way, showering, signing 
autographs and getting interviewed. 
"I was enjoying every minute of 
it," Mike Stewart said, 
"Man, I feel good," Paul Roby 
said. 
And on the other side of the 
room Russell Saunders was grin-
ning much like the cat who had 
swallowed the canary. 
Saunders, you see, is one of those 
young men who'' just hate to lose. I 
. just hate it." ' · 
But he could have been on the 
losing side had it not been for a 
good team efforL · 
With 2:25 left in the first half 
UNM was cruising. Stewart saileda 
smooth jump shot through the 
cords and UNM led 37-30. 
But then the Lobos hit one of 
their patented dead spots. They 
failed to score again in the first half 
while the Aggies pulled to within 
two at the half's end. The 
comeback was clhnaxed by Gregg 
Webb's half-court jump-shot which 
rippled through the net with one 
second to play. 
The crowd of 18, 090 knew they 
were in for "a treat. Just like when 
Petie Gibson launched a ball 
through the cords at the buzzer to 
give UNM a 68-66 win over the 
Aggies in 1969. 
Or the time when with 41 seconds 
left and the Aggies leading 67-64, 
the Lobos, led by Darryl Min-
niefield won it 68-67. Or when with 
the game tied at 71 with no seconds 
left on the clock, Rich Pokorski 
stood at the charity line for UNM. 
He- caused further climax by 
missing his first free throw before 
putting his second one in to give 
UNM the win. 
There have been 139 Lobo·Aggie 
Thke 
. stock . 
m,Nnenca. 
Join the Payroll Savings Plan. 
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Free Throws Clinch Win 
By R;\ Y GLASS 
UNM matched N.M. State 
field goal for field goal but took 
advantage of ten more free throws 
than their southern rivals to defeat 
the Aggies 81-74 before 18,090 fans 
in University Arena on Dec. 9. 
Mike Stewart had nine points 
apiece. 
NMSU clcct~;>d to foul the Lobos 
in tho last 4:28, hoping the Lobos 
would niss the frecthrows, thus 
giving the Aggics a chance. They 
committed 10 personal fouls and 
one technical foul in the last four 
nJiinutes, sending th Lobos to the 
foul stripe 18 times. 
Robert Gunn led the Aggie attack 
with 25 ioins and seven boards. Bill 
Meyers. and Gregg Webb had 10 
points apiece while Nolie Pate had 
nine. 
The victory, second in a row for 
the Lobos, moved their overall 
record to 4-2 and was revenge for 
an earlier 96-93 loss to the Aggies in 
The g\lmc turned into a parade to 
the 1\,ullinc for junm after NMSU 
closed within! wo points, 68-66 with 
4:28 left in the game. 
UNM responded by canning II 
of the freethrows and twice opened 
nine-point leads in the last 3 
Las Cruces. NMSU dropped their 
slug-fests with UNM winning 76 of third in a row and fell to 3-3 
them, overall. 
Of the Lobos' 76th win, Hayes 
said, "They won and 1 thought they After the Aggies rallied from! by 
two, 37-3S, at halftime, the two 
were deserving. They were patient teams matched second half field 
with our ~one. They took the bomb 
and made the bomb." goals, each connecting on 14. But 
Stewart said, "We started the Lobos made 25 trips tCJ the free 
scrambling on defense and we were throw line to the Aggies 13, and 
able to overshoot that zone. That's made 16 of the charity tosses 
the only way to do it." compared to States' 11 to seal the 
Roby said, "We just played win. 
harder. 1 think this game prepared "The game was a classic," said 
us for any big game we'll play from NMSU Coach Ken 1-!ayes. "l 
here on out." thought our zone defense was 
Dino Gregory said it best when effective, but you have to give the 
he said, "We were patient and Lobos credit. They were patient, 
poised. We controlled the tempo." and they took the bomb an(! hit the 
Ken Hayes knew that as he stood bomb," 
there fielding questions. "This Larry Belin led the patient Lobos 
game certainly did nothing to with 25 points, 12 in the first haiL 
discredit the rivalry," he said. He put in eight of 11 field goals and 
And this game which Mike · was nine of 12 from the foul stripe. 
Stewart enjoyed every moment of, He also had seven rebounds. 
was a game which gave Russell Everette Jefferson and Phil 
Saunders the right to grin, Abney were the only other Lobos in 
something he hasn't been doing double· figures, with 17 and II 
much of lately. respectively. Andre Logan and 
POULSEN PHOTO 
Dino Gregory, 43, puts one up as Robert Gunn, 35, guards 
for New Mexico State. Larry Belin, 21, watches the action. 
' 
HEWLETT·PACKARD INTRODUCES 
A NEW GENERATION 
FOR SCIENCE/ENGINEERING. 
~ • • -"l!o-
THE NEW·SERIES E. 
Hewlett-Packard 
just established 
a new standard of 
excellence at an 
affordable price. 
Introducing Series E. 
Easier to read. 
Series E features a 
new larger LED 
display. And corn mas 
are inserted between 
thousands for 
improved readability. 
Checks you. 
Checks itself. Built-in 
diagnostic systems tell you: when 
you've performed an Incorrect 
operation, why it was incorrect, 
and if the calculator isn't 
working properly. 
Accuracy. We engineered a new 
level of accuracy into Series E-
so you can trust your answers are 
correct and complete. 
Hewlett-Packard "extras" are 
standard. Low battery warning 
light; rechargeable batteries; 
positive click keys; impact resistant. 
case. 
The HP-31E~Sdentific. $60:' 
Our new standard scientific. Trigo-
nometric. exponential and math 
functions. Metric conversions. Fixed/ · 
scientific displa~· modes with full 
10 digit mantissa. 4 user rnernories. 
The HP-32E-Advanced 
Scientific with Statistics. $80!' 
Everything the HP-31E is-and 
more. More math and metrics. 15 
user memories. Hyperbolics, statis-
tics. and ENG/SCI/FIX display 
modes. Decimal degree conversions. 
The HP·33E-Programmahle 
Scientific. $100:' 49 lines of fully-
merged keycodes. Editing keys, 
control keys and full range of con-
ditional keys. 8 user memories. 
HEWLETT- PACKARD 
IS WITHOUT EQUAL. 
In logic systems. 
Series E calculators 
usc RPN logic cxcl u· 
sivcly. It's the 
system that displays 
intermediate results 
for instant feedback; 
the system that lets 
you solve lengthy 
problems with ease 
and consistency. 
In documentation. 
A complete modular 
documentation system was designed 
for Series E: Introductory Book-
lets; Owners' Manuals; Applications 
Books for math, stat, real estate 
leasing, investments and more. 
In quality. Hewlett-Packard 
quality, dependability and reliability 
·are engineered into every Series 
E calculator. 
EXCELLENCE AT AN 
AFFORDABLE PRICE. 
Don't miss these exciting new 
Hewlett-Packard calculators. Come 
in and see the HP-31 E and 33E 
for yourself today, the HP-3IE will 
be available in July. 
•suggcsrcd retail prlcc !!Xtludlltg oppli_t."llhlc slllh: <t~d 
locallltXt!s-Cflntim:ntnl U S.A., AlnskH l"..! llawan 
ASK ABOUT OUR S11JDENT DISCOUNT 
401 Wyoming NE 265-7981 
' 
- 'HOLMAN1·S. I.NC. 
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The CultLJ."'al Progra~ Committee 
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 
POPEJOY· HALL 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
Present 
A spectacular line-up of Spring Entertainment 
"The biggest must -see hit of the decade!" 
-NEW YORK TIMES 
January 23 & 24 at 8:15PM 
THIUJIZ I 19H htfWifto (0 The New Musical Version ol 
"The Wonderful Wizard of Oz" 
., 
LIVE! ON STAGE 
FROM BROADWAY! 
.. ,. 
February 23 & 24 at 8:15 PM 
February 24 at 2:15 PM 
Tickets Now on Sale for Above Shows . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COLUMBIA ARTISTS presents 
A 
GINGERBREAD PRODUCTIONS. LTD ·1b! .,,,, 
SALLY ANN HOWES 
EARL 
WRIGHTSON & 
LOIS 
HUNT 
'IIIE 
SOUND OF MU§I~ 
MuSICBVAICHAAORODGERS 
LYRICS B'VOSCAA HAMMERSTEIN tl 
e0oi(BVHOWARO LINDSAY ANOAlJSSELCAOtiSC 
SUGGI:Sf£Dfl'f 
'.!,# "THE TR:.aPP fAMILY SINoERS"" 9¥''-l.o.AIA TAAPP 
FESTIVAL 
of RUSSIAN DANCE March lOth at 8:15 PM 
A KALEIDOSCOPE OF DANCERS FROM 
THE REPUBLICS OF THE SOVIET UNION 
• 
February 19th at 8:15 PM February 27th at 8:15 PM 
Tickets go on sale on these events 3 weeks prior to Performance 
Tickets and Information available at Popejoy & SUB Box Offices 
--,_.,,,e•c="=-~,=~==~-~ ·~~~~~=· ·=c:=· =---~~'~ , .. :, .: ..... 
'"'·-=---~ ~-~--
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for Grapplers-WAC is Flooded 
Along with the end of football season comes the flood of awards. The 
Western Athletic Conference makes no acceptions when it comes to 
handing out awards. 
Relaxation· is Over 
Lobo fullback Mike Williams did accept the offensiye player of the year 
award, but he had ·to share it with Brigham Young quarterback Jim 
McMahon. Williams finished second last year to another Cougar quar-
terback, Marc Wilson. 
Wyoming Unebacker Ken Fantetti was named the d'efensive player of the 
year. Fantetti missed four games in 1978, but still led the Cowboys in 
tackles with 115, 73 unassisted, 
Utah's Jeff Lyall was given the award honoring him as the best rookie in 
the conference. Lyall, a senior defensive end, transferred' to 'ltah from 
Long Beach State ami was in on 107 tackles. _ 
Lyall's coach, Wayne Howard was named coach of the year ., his near-
miracle job of turning around the football Utes after only · \\o years as 
head coach. In his first year, the Utes went 3-8 .• This year Ho'' md turned 
them into an 8-3 team. 
New Mexico's Williams holds seven Lobo records, four WAC records 
and rushed for I ,000 yards in each of his last three years. 
McMahon completed 87 of 176 passes, rushed for 176 yards and led the 
Cougars to theW AC championship and a bowl berth. 
The· conference sports information directors are responsible. for the 
voting. 
ASUNM Defaulted 
ASUNM basketball coach George Gesner leaned up against 1 he wall and 
frowned. 
"February," he kept saying, reminding the Daily LOBO coach Ed 
Johnson when the ASUNM-Daily LOBO basketball rematch would be. 
Gesner was trying to figure out why his team ended up on the wrong side 
of a 60-51 score in the two teams first match which was played before the 
UNM-New Mexico State game. . 
One of the reasons was the Lobo's 6-7 center, John Joseph, who 
pumped in 26 points before fouling out. The second reason came with 6:49 
left in the game. 
That was the time Joseph fouled out with his team leading 47-41. 
ASUNM became ecstatic, apparantly believing the game had ended. 
But somebody forgot to tell LOBO guard Mark "Ticky" Smith and the 
rest of the team. Smith coming off of the bench scored six of his 16 points 
during the last six minutes of the game. 
ASUNM was lead by Greg Falco with 22 points. 
Team captain Wendell T. Hunt, who was team captain of last year's 
LOBO squad could only manage four points for ASUNM before fouling 
out. 
'The LOBO lead 23-13 in the first half, but fizzled when Joseph sat down 
for a rest with about five minutes left in the half. 
ASUNM then rallied and knotted the score at 27 at half-time. 
Coach Gesner, who also plays for ASUNM, says he will be the leading 
scorer the next time the two teams meet. He claimed a cold held his scoring 
production to four points. 
Johnson wouldn't comment on the rematch other than to say that he 
expects his star guard Colleen Curran to play more. She was in on a total of 
three secpnds of playing time, which was more time than Nqrm Ellenberger 
let Jim Williams play against,the Aggies that same'night. * 
At Two Convenient Locations: 
101 Dartmouth sE 
435 Adams SE 
Open Daily Sam to 9 prn 
· Sunday Sam to 5pm 
BY ANDREW CARDONA 
After a month of rest and 
rela11ation the UNM wrestling 
squad started conducting twice 
daily workouts in preparation for 
the 1979 portion of their schedule. 
UNM wrestling coach Ron 
Jacobsen, recovering from a knee 
surgury, feels his squad is in 
''pretty good shape.'' 
He says, "They're self mot.ivated 
individ.uals. Most of them worked 
out on their own during the 
vacation or scrimmaged with their 
former high school team." 
Despite the individual efforts of 
his squad the UNM wrestling coach 
is aware of a few problems that 
have beset his team. 
Already a void has been created 
in the wrestling lineup that 
presently lacks a heavyweight. Jeff 
Peterson a 177-pound junior hasn't 
reported to practice since drills were 
initiated a few days ago. 
Coach Jacobsen says, "I don't 
know what his problem is but he 
may be an academic casualty." 
Jacobsen mentioned that 
Peterson had been disappointed 
with his performance at the 
Arizona Invitational in Tucson, 
which was prior to the start of the 
holiday season. , 
. He added, "'All five wrestlers 
that went to the tournament did 
poorly." 
With the loss of Peterson, coach 
Jacobsen will be forced to juggle his 
squad in an attempt to form some 
sort of line-up. The problem with 
this is that some wrestlers, back 
from the holiday vacation and 
grandma's homecooking, will be; 
asked to lose weight while others 
will have to wrestle in a higher 
weight class. 
Despite the month long lay-~ff 
the UNM wrestling coach declared 
that his squad members shouldn't 
have weight problems. 
But, Gary Hines, who captured 
second olace in the WAC la~t vear 
admitted that he gained 15 J)ounds 
107 Dartmouth SE • 435 Adams SE 
during the lay-off. coach. 
He says, "It will take 11bout a Despite these minor problems 
week to lose it." Coach Jacobsen says, "The squad 
Also, Coach Jacobsen has not should be ready to take on Port 
found a heavyweight. Since the Lewis College." 
beginning of the season UNM has The match is scheduled for 
had to giveupsixvaluab)epointsto January S, at Fort Lewis, 
the opposition because of a bare Colorado. The coach says, "I don't 
spot in the heavyweight class. know too much about them but. 
Football star Ron Hegge ex- they're probably in the same 
pressed interest in the vacant situation that we're in. Back from 
position, "But he hasn't contacted their vacation and getting prepared 
me," says the UNM wrestling to meet us." 
Complete Line of 
' ARTIST SUPPLIES 
We Carry: 
Grum!Jacher, Shiv a, Alkyds, 
Winsor-Newlon, Rembrant, Liquitex, 
University Discount 
with I.D; 
We stock a large selection of: 
Brushes, 
Water-Color Paper, Canvas, Easels, 
Ready-Madeand Do-It-Yourself Frames, 
Stretcher Bars, Pre-Cut Mats plus 
fast service 01'1 Custom-Cut Mats 
C;~lligraphy Supplies 
Art Lessons 
Cut Glass 
El•ttau Ads 
9649 Menaul NE 
(Menaul at Eubank) 
SAVE ON 
II': . 
eelle.,tl 
A tide tie bags e.rs 
Brief eases 
(and luggage, too:) 
19" "Expanding" 
Carry-on 
It unzips to a wider bug 
when you need extra space, 
two side pockets, in 100% 
ballistic nylon 
See our big selection of tote and 
book l;)ugs starting under 89.00 • 
YALE 5" ATTACHE 
Top Grain Cowhide, five 
pocket removable expansion 
file, combination lock. 
We have attaches, briefcases and 
portfolios Jn all price ranges 
from Samsoni te, Luggage Gallery, 
Wall streeter, American Tourister 
and more .... 
Prin-n deanne: Shopping £-tel' 
Eubank at £onstltutlortlWE. ~93..0817. 
Open 10-5:30, Thu,rs. til 9, 12-5. 
.. 
' ..
. 
. -
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WAC Attendance 
Rises in 77-78 
Four of the seven Western 
Athletic Conference .schools ex-
perienced increases in attendance 
during the past football season, 
including New Mexico. 
Utah increased its attendcnce by 
13.6 per cent, while UNM witnessed 
an increase of 13.5 per cent. These 
two schools experienced the largest 
jumps. 
The worst team in the !C'ague, 
Texas-El Paso (1·5 in the WAC, I· 
II overall), had the third-best 
Jan, 12 & 13 
Womanln Jan.I7&Is 
1/Je/Junes 
SANDAKANS 
-
I 
'·- =,.,.-------~--
increase with a. 12 per cent jump. 
This year, New Mexico av.eraged 
18,340 people in the st;tnds, an 
average increase of 2,479 from last 
year's mark. 
Despite the increase, UNM was 
still second only to UTEP in worst 
average attendence, 
San Diega State lead the league, 
averaging 35,809 people a game in 
their roomy 53,000-seat 'stadium, 
while Brigham Young, the con-
ference champs, came in second 
averaging 31,092 a game. 
Jan.l4, 15 & 16 
THE THIN MAN 
AFTER THE THIN MAN 
The Rocky 
Horror Picture 
Show 
CHA,DWICH PHOTO 
Senior Running 'Back for UCLA Theotis Brown, 27, picks up yardage against Arkansas. The 
two schools played to a 10-10 tie in the Fiesta Bowl at Tempe, Ariz., on Christf!1as day. 
WAC Football Mediocre 
When the Brigham Young 
Cougars were dropped 23-16 by 
Navy in the first Holiday ,Bowl, it 
was a fitting end to a mediocre 
football year in the Western 
Athletic Confen:nce. 
The WAC champion Cougars 
had the best mark (5-J), but there 
were several other champion 
possibilities throughout a year 
when the team talent was more 
evenly spread than in past years, 
especially when Arizona State was a 
WACmember., 
Utah and Wyoming finished with 
4-2 records and New Mexico, which 
very easily could have been the best 
team, finished at 3-3. 
Four WAC records were broken 
in 1978, two of them by Lobo 
fullback Mike Williams. Williams 
became the WAC's all-time leading 
career rusher as well as the all-time 
career carrier. The other records 
were set by kickers. 
Utah punter Rick Partridge 
soared the football 91 yards, 
breaking the old punt-yardage 
record, · se.t by former Ute Marve 
Bateman, by one yard. 
· As an indicator to what kind of 
offense Te"as-EJ Paso had, their 
punter, Jerry Walker punted the 
ball298 times in his career. 
!'lew Me"ico won the total of· 
:000Kiiil'el\E 
Sptlng1979 
Bookstote Houts 
fense crown (400.6 per game), 
Colorado State won the rushing 
title (234.5), BYU won the passing 
title (238.2) and Utah took the 
scoring mark averaging 26.4 points 
every time they showed up to play. 
The Cougars defense surrendered 
an average of )4.7 points a game, 
the WAC's best mark. 
New Mexico's Brad Wright won 
the total offense crown, Williams 
won tl!e rushing title for the third 
year in a row and super-sub Doug 
Smith won the interception crown 
with seven steals. Lobo defensive 
tackle Robert Rumbaugh was 
named to the Academic All-
American team. 
Monday thru Friday 8:00am • 7:00 pm 
Saturdays 9:00am - 1:00 pm 
REGISTRATION HOURS 
monday Januaty 15 8 am - 7 pm 
Tuesday Januaty 16 8 am - 7 pm 
On Campus Shopping· for. 
• Post•tS, Teachets-Aids, Calculatots 
• Chlldtens Books, Summet Reading 
• Gifts & supplies 
Locc.tctd South of Ortegc. Hall on YGfct 
• look for thct blue doors • 
mEDICAL-LEGAL BRANCH BOOKSTORE 
Mondc.y - Flldc.y 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
locc.tctd gtound floot 
FA MIL V PRACTICE 8LDG. 
• 
'( 
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Coped wonder flies .again LOBO wonts 
student o.rt By COLLEEN CURRAN 
Truth, justice 'and the 
American way were being defended 
once again as that caped wonder 
Superman swooped ba~k into ,the 
skies· of M.etropohs dunng 
Christmas break. 
The movie is an updated version 
of the old television classic, and 
updated the most has to be the 
relationship between the superhero 
(Christopher Reeve), and Daily 
Planet sob sister Lois Lane (Margot 
Kidder). Superman is. very ob-
viously attracted to Lois-- not only 
as fellow ,reporter Clark Kent, but 
also as Superman himself, which he 
was not in the old T.V. show, Never 
before has Superman used his X· 
ray vision to tell Miss Lane what 
color underpants she ha:. on. 
The movie boasts all 'kinds of 
special effects. Our hero glides 
through the skies very convincingly 
(look Ma, no wires), and the scene 
In which he rescues Lois from 
falling off the roof of the Daily 
Planet building is quite 
breathtaking, 
With all the changes, however, it 
is still good to see .that the basic 
attractions of the Superman story 
still remain. Clark Kent is still mild-
mannered, Dail Planet Editor 
Perry White (Jackie Cooper) still 
growls around his cigar, and kid 
photographer Jimmy Olsen (Mark 
McClure) retains his naivete to the 
end. 
Arch-bad guy Lex Luther (Gene 
Hackman) is delightfully ·evil, and 
his idiot henchman Otis (Ned Betty) 
as well as his girlfriend Miss Tesch-
macher (Valerie Perrine) arc good 
for a few laughs. 
The movie succeeds because it 
blends the comic-strip element of 
good guys vs. bad guys with a more 
modern setting and updated special 
effects. 
The LOBO is going to begin to 
rnn photographs and poetry done 
by UNM students as a regular 
feature of the Arts page. We feel 
that there is a lot of talent within 
the University community and 
would like to expose that talent tc 
the public. Please submit work tc 
the arts editor. 
" 
· We 11re ptua1d... · 
:• • • of our ineredible flexibility 
ARTS The Xerox 9400 ineluding: o Automatic Sorting o Two Side Copying 
° Copies Photos 
lo,yers interpret 
histor,y of Holl,ywood 
-I 
I 
o Prints on Any Paper 
oooo All For a Nickel 
NEWLY OPENED 
AL-AM Copy Center By LINDA GLEASON 
Rudolph Valentino, Mae West, 
W. C. Fields, Humphrey Bogart, 
Barbara Streisand, The Andrews 
Sisters, Shirley Temple, John 
Travolta, Olivia Newton John and 
more are all part of the Tiffany 
Playhouse Theater's performance 
of the "Hollywood follies." 
Si" Tiffany players traced the 
achievements of the film industry 
from the silent film to the musical, 
complete with an introduction by 
the MGM lion. 
Tiffany's portrayal of the silent 
film was as imaginative ·as it was 
funny. Wesley Mason as Rudolph 
Valentino . and Bruce Lewis as 
Charlie ChapliQ.began the show. 
Wesley Mason played AI Jolson 
tq,, il~ust~ate.}h.~ be&i,oni.ng,_qf.Ahe 
talkies, Mason also played W. C. 
Fields with Laura .Elder as Mae 
West. Mason and Elder both 
carried the show, both could sing 
we.ll and kept the audience 
laughing. 
The Hollywood epic was shown 
with the player's interpretation of 
Moses a.nd the Ten Com-
mandments and Gone with the 
wind " or the new version ''Son of 
Gon; With the Wind." Bruce 
Lewis played Rhet Butler and Con-
suelo Rogers was Scarlet O'Hara. 
Laura Elder gave a wonderful 
performance as Marlene Dietrich 
singing "Falling in Love Again." 
Vicki Pasquale sang "Diamods are 
a Girl's Best Friend," and sang 
about as well as Marylin Monroe 
and Bruce Lewis made a lanky but 
funny John Wayne. 
Vicki Pasquale, Laura Elder and 
Consuelo Rogers gave their version 
of the Andrews Sisters' "Boogie 
W oogie Bugle Boy," to portray 
Hollywood at war. 
The show then moved into the 
Hollywood domestic Picture with 
parts from "All About Eve," 
"What Ever Happened tO Baby 
Jane?",' and· "Who's Arfaid of 
Virginia Woolf?" 
Bruce Lewis and Consuela 
Rogers played Bonnie and Clyde. 
Highlighting the musicals were 
Laura Elder as Carmen Miranda. 
Elder also played the part of an un-
fortunate "un from the ''Sound of 
Music." Vicki Pasquale made a 
cute Shirley Temple. And Consuela 
Rogers and Wesley Mason squealed 
around the stage as John Travolta 
and Olivia Newton John in 
"Grease.'' . 
One of the best parts of the show 
was the "Wizard of Oz". Vicki 
Pasquale played the Scarecrow, 
Bruce Lewis was the Tin Man, 
Wesley Masori played the Lion and 
Laura Elder played Dorothy . 
. · Less Spindle directed a~d con• 
ceived the show and was assiSted by 
Welsey Mason who also . did set 
design. ·Costumes were. done ~Y 
Laura Elder, lighting by Franc1e 
Shor, and choreography. was do~e 
by Consuela Rodgers. Enca Marun 
was the musical director' narrator 
artd pian~ acompaniest. 
The Tiffany Playhouse version 
Of the Hollywood Follies was 
delightful. What the players lacked 
in talent they certainly made up 
with enthusiasm. It appeared that 
they had as much fun as the audien-
Albuquerque-American 
26S·3600 3600 Central S.E. 
24-Holur H:entral at 
ce. 
NIENCE 
Twa··First Nalloilal'iJificesoare.near UNM .•. 
. 
"CC 
> 
.c 
-
-
ca 
UNM ·- >-Grand Ave. -·-en 
.... 
cu 
> 
·-c 
ntral ::a 
Seventeen convenient offices 
. all~o,er town 
First National Bank knows what you need - help with y~ur money. 
And we're here to do just that. . 
Every ·banking service you nee? is availabl~ at any of our citywi~e offices. 
Checking accounts with two .different ~ervtce ~ha~ge .Plans. Savmgs • 
accounts with day-in to day-out interest.. ApplicatiOns for VISA card, auto 
loans and more. Wire transfers of money from out-of-town banks. 
If you need a good bank to see you through college, see us-
First National Bank. · 
The First National Bank in. Albuquerque 
New Mexico'S Largest Home .. owned Independent Bank 
17 Convenient Locatio.ns • Member FDIC 
r:-c--<r;" 
-.-..-... .. -"..._ ... ~ 
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Cat 
evolves 
By JOHN CHADWICK 
Some artists come and go, others 
keep recording and get worse with 
each "effort" and some evolve and 
keep trying new things. 
Cat Stevens fits into the last 
catagory. 
He released his first album in 
1967 and three years later in '70 
became a star with his album, ''Tea 
for the Tillerman." 
Nine years after "Tea for the 
Tillerman" Stevens is still recor-
ding and his voice seems to blend 
into any musical format he tries. 
Styles on his latest album, "Back 
to Earth", range from soft-rock to 
a bit of jazz and blues. The use of 
horns and strings make for a •com-
plete sounding album. 
But, as always, The Cat is at his 
best on simple, mellow tunes. 
And in today's music scene when 
an artist is "over-the-hill by the age 
of 25, Stevens, 30, seems capable of 
producing quality material for 
··:,$, 
#"" 
·) 
some time to come, 
His following may have dwin-
dled over the years, but "Back to 
Earth" must rank among Steven's 
best efforts. 
EVERY RECORD & 
TAPE IN THE .STORE 
IS ON SALE NOW!!! 
.... ,~·sa 
~ $7.98 LP's, 
Cassettes 
and 
. 8-Tracks 
SA-C 90 
CASSbllb 
. YOU'LL G{;T Al\l 
AMAZING BRILLIANCb AND 
V/ON'T GbT '\#IT~ ANY 
CLARITY YOU 
OT+-1bR T AP.f; ! 
ITS T~f T APb t=ORMULA 
MADb C+-1ROMIU.M 
OBSOLbTb AND PUT 
Yt;ARS A~-li;AD Ot= 
THb lt\IDUSTRY. 
THAT 
DIOXIDb 
~~~~~· ~ND T~P~0 
581 1 Menaul Blvd. N.E. 
3500 Central Avenue SE .. #l6 
TD!< 
T ost.Y bogeL 
By DEBBIE LEVY 
Phyllis Anders is one of the most 
delicious bagels on a plate of onion 
rolls that Albuquerque theater-
goers ha.ve lasted in a long time. 
Anders, who gave a stunning 
performance in the Albuquerque ·. 
Civic Light Opera's December · 
production of "Funny Girl," was 
deservedly well-received by 
audiences in Popejoy Hall in what 
seems to be one of the city's 
favorite m\lsicals. · 
As the effervescent comedienne 
Fanny Brice, the darling of the 
Ziegfeld Follis, Ande.ts did 
everything Brice could do - sing, 
act, dance and excel in that art of 
arts, making people .laugh - with 
just as much.zest, energy and talent 
as the great Brice herself. 
Anders was supported by· an 
equally fine cast, notably UNM 
December graduate Kerry Calkins 
as Nicky Arnstein, ACLOA's 
dialect coach Jean Crandal as Rose 
Brice, Fanny's mother, and UNIYI 
medical student Mike Jaramillo as 
Eddie Rayn. 
Unlike .a few other ACLOA 
productions, the singing in "Funny 
Girl" was extraordinarily good. , . II 
major players with singing parts 
projected clear, strong voices. 
Ander's renditions of "People" 
and of the recurring theme song 
"Don't Rain on My Parade" were 
belted out with Streisand-like 
gusto; Calkins sang straight man 
beautifully to Anders' comic antics 
in ''You Are Woman, I AmMan;" 
and Jaramillo had the opportunity 
to display his tap dancing as well as 
singing talent in "Rat-Tat-Tat~ 
Tat," a Follies number. · 
Cecelia Jaramillo did a splendid 
job of choreographing the 
numerous and often detailed dance 
numbers: the dancers made the 
intricate steps and kicks look 
simple.' 
Conductor Kim Thompson's 
orchestra was well-paced and 
sounded superb. 
Costumes and sets were colorful 
and elaborate, especially those used 
· for the Ziegfeld Follies ex-
travaganzas, which were galas in 
lhemsel ves. 
The only disheartening thing that 
can be said of Civic Light Opera's 
most recent production is that it is 
over. The last performance Jan. 3 
completed the company's 1978 
season. 
KUNm this week 
MONDAY . . 
12:.15 A Luncheon Slice of Information: "Options: Bilckminster 
Fuller: World Games." Learning to make sensible environmental 
and global policy decisions. · 
TUESDAY 
12:15 A Luncheon Slice of Information: "Waldorf Education." A 
look at holistic elementary education, which deals with the child in 
an imanginative and aesthetic way. 
WEDNESDAY . . 
12: 15-A Luncheon Slice of lnformation:'1Families: A Memoir and 
a Celebration, Part I." Reflections on the value of the continuing 
circle of kinship in a troubled and ever changing society. 
THURSDAY 
12:15 A Luncheon Slice of Information: "Families": A Memoir . 
and a Celebration, Part I L" 
.FRlDAY 
12:15 A Luncheon Slice of Information: "Options: Life on the 
.Prairies." The pioneers--their story, their words, their lives. 
SATURDAY 
9 Folk Festival USA: "Malvina Reynolds and Michael Cooney in 
Concert." 
SUNDAY 
10 Options in Education: "Learning Disabliities, Parts Ill and 
IV." . 
II Something Classic: A six and one-half hour program of classical 
music. 
9:30 Jazz· Revisited: "Extended Recordings." Longer than usual 
jazz records by Artie Shaw, Paul Whitman and Jess Stacy. 
EARL'S 
WINE 
CELLAR ,.. 
Tony 
Entertainment 
Nightly 
Brazis 
Tues. 
Fri. -
-Thurs. 8 .. 12 
Sat' 9-12 
Fine Food 
~
Fair Plaza Shopping Center 
6001 E tomas Bl11d. N.E. 
'I 
FRONTIER 
BURGER SPECIAL 
Hickorysmoke sauce, cheddar chees'?, 
onion and thousand island 
AND FRIES $1.69 
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Team helps rape victims . 
Jane Doc is 19. She C<lmc into a one night. Her reaction to the between Janu&ry, 1975 and June, "One of the major causes of involved in incestuous assaults," he 
hospital emergency room one night second rape was controlled, She 1977 were recidivist victims," s11id recidivism among sexual assault said, 
and reported that she had been W<IS angry, but she w:~s not out of Divasto. "The team has been victims is that 'high-risk' women An overall description of a 
raped. She told attendents that she control. proviOin.g immediate cns1s in- place themselves in positions where recidivist victim, as shown by 
had been in Yale Park witl111 few "Those are tile hazards of living tervention, medical assistance, and rape attempts are more likely to findings from a recent study 
guys "smoking grass and drinking on the street," she said, long term follow-up counseling for occur. Certain life styles lend conducted at the UNM School of 
beer.'' Later, they all got into a van "Jane's story is similar to stories sexually assaulted victims and their themselves to increases in rapes, Medicine, is someone who is 
. and went for a ride into the of many recidivist (repe&ted) families since I 974. The team ml!ggings and beatin(ls," he said. unemployed or receiving public 
foothills where her companions victims of sexu&l <tssault," said Dr, consists of medical, nursing and "These life styles le.ad to high-risk assitance, ·someone who abuses 
raped her. Peter Div:~sto, assistant professor pharmacy students who rotate on a situations for societal trauma." drugs, including alcohol, and 
Jane is a runaway. She has been in the departments of family, 24-hour call schedule to the Runaways living in the streets someone who has a certain amount 
living on the streets since she was community and emerge.ncy emergency room of the 13ernalillo place themselves in the high-risk of naivete, who has low self-esteen 
14-ycars-old. She had only been in medicine and psychiatry at the County Medical center," he said. population as do female derelicts, and views themselves as powerless 
Albuquerque three months at the UNM School of Medicine, Divasto, along with Dr. Arthur he said. in society. This person moves 
time of the attack. She said that she ''Twenty-four per cent of the 341 .Kaufman., Dr. Rebecca Jackson ''Some recidivist ·victims are frequently from one place to 
had been raped once before in Albuquerque. rape victims seen by and program specialist, Joan mentally retarded or have a certain another and h!ls probably sought 
California by a 40-ycar-old man the UNM School of Medicine Christy, help Sl!pervise the student- inability to interact with the en- some type of professional help for 
who let her stay at his apartment_ Sexual Assault Response Team run team. · viro'nmcnt; others are children emotional problems in the P<ISt. 
UNM receives increase Reactor 
Operator 
Trainees 
in prfvate gifts· from ·alumni 
UNM received more than $2.7 
million in priv<1te gifts in 1977-78 
for a 6.8 per cent increase over the 
previous year, UNM Developmem 
Director Robert G. Lalicker has 
reported. Algebra, Physics, or Engineering The number of alumni con-
maJ"ors who are interes. ted in tributorsrose24.4percentto3531. 
athletic department, among many 
others, he said. 
UNM alumni gave $166,00, a 
29.3 per cent incre<1se over 1976-77, 
and alumni participation grew to 
percentage of alumni participation 
at UNM since 1970 has nearly 
doubled." 
UNM President William E. Davis becoming Nuclear Reactor said, "These new records are' 
Operators. Formal Acad.emic and particularly gratifying for they al'e 
. proof positive of an increased 
8.2 per cent of the total. "While 
this figure is still below the national 
average," Lalicker said, "the 
The total number of donors rrose 
39.5 per c~nt 9879. Gifts amount~d 
to 2. 701 million. Of that total, 
$371,000 ·was spent on student 
financial aid and $577,000 on 
research. 
200 non-credit .. 
courses· offered operational training lasts two year awareness on the part of our d ' h h. 11 constituents of the great need for an IS taug t at t e CO. ege level. financial support to supplement our Sa Ia ry is betweens13,000 and regular sources of funding." Love, hot air ballooning, cartooning, disco dancing, terrarium making, 
Lalicker said that private gifts are snow camping, lipreading, ·bagpiping and yoga are among approximately 519,000 annua fly piUS paid particularly important "during a 200 courses to be offered during the 1979 spring semester by the UNM non-VaCatiOnS and medical benifits. period of spiraling costs and the credit course program. 
erosion of the dollar by inflation." The program, formerly known as the UNM Community College, is Call for Appointment Gifts supplement tuition and state sponsored by the UNM Division of Continuing Education and Community 
7 66-35J 0 ~~Jf~~~~io~N~E~~v 8~no~l ~~! ~eC::!~~~·s :n~h c~~~r=~~er;!0~o~~e~0~;e ~;~~e~od:::g:;~lt;;~~~!~~\1:S/~~ ~§!!l~lllll~lllll~lllll~lllll~llllll~lllll~lllll~lllll~llllll~lllll~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ ~%rp=~~~~t!~~~o~~:;:.ounds, who are interested in learning in a n~n-
= · · · · ==: For most of the courses, there are no grades, transcripts or credits, 
= " -- although certificates of completion are issued upon request. Costs for the 
courses vary, but attempts are .made to keep the course fees as low as = A e ;;;;;;;;; possible. "AU courses 'are taught by qualified instructors at convenient ;;;;;;;;; tt t · := times," said Joel White, program coordinator .. 
- en·. I on = Bulletins with registration forms can be obtained at all branches of the 
Albuquerque. Pulbic Library or at the UNM Division of Continuing = = Education and Community Services. 
- _= Most of the course~ a~e s~heduled to begindthe latt~r part of January. 
The deadline for registratiOn ts the Friday prece ing the start ofthe course, 
::: Elementary Ed & Special Ed Majors ~ ~~~e :re~J;:~!:i~~~ W~~~~·::r~:~!~ation will be accep~ed through the first 
-- lndustr. ial Arts for the Elementary end=- In addition, special Spring registration hours will be held Jan. 3 through 
· Feb. 2 on weekdays from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Saturdays from 9:.30 
- Special Education Teacher -IE 493-D02 ;;;;;;;;; a.m. to 1:3o p.m. 
;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;; "All courses have a minimum· and maximum enrollment level. It is 
= E important for people to register early, not only to assure their place in ~This is a new and exciting course offering a practical = class, but also I() assure that the course will meet the necessary minimum 
- "H d 0 " • • h f f 1 - enrollmentlvel,''Whitesaid. ;;;;;;;;; an S n experience In t . e Sa e USe 0 tOO S, = The program offers a variety of courses under 17 major headings in-~ materials, and processes, so important in a total= eluding adventure outdoors, artisitic expression, bonne cuisine, the 
5_ Elementary and Speca·at E·d •. Pr·ogram. _- business and financial world, certificate programs (with course offerings in 
areas such as real estate and social work), college preparatory program = 5 (with courses in math,. English and social science), communications, do-i!-
;;;;;;;; . ==: yourself, the green thumb, indoor recreation, man's legacy, mind ex-
!im llllllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 1111 llllllllllllllllll IIIII lllllllllllllllll llfllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli ~~~~~~~r~ :ee .sf hen~ 0~ u~~%~d ~ ~fn! ~~~ e~l a:~:sd f ~~a~~~ ~ges). I he s t 0 ry 0 f 
TAKE A CURE FOR 
THE COLD!! 
Backwoods carries the finest 
quality of down jackets 
and vests in town. 
Northfall and 
Sierra desi.gns. 
6307 Menaul NE 
881·5223 
-
H1 addition, courses on topics ranging from metal working and 
upholstery and drapery making to oriental cooking and photogr<~phy will 
be offered at four off-campus lcations including CibQia, Highland, 
Manzano and Rio Grande high schools. 
. Ou~;. s1tudents!... surprts ng .... . .. 
undergraduate 
Qlajors:· 
political science • civil engineering 
sociology • business geography • economics biology • architecture history • english"' 
•accepted to. M.I,T.'s Graduate Department of llrban 
Studies and Planning. Study large•scale design; envirOn• 
mental planning and . policy: neighborhood. and community 
development; regional economic development:. planning lor 
developing countries: housing, real estate,· and land develop· 
nient; transportation planning; analysis and design of public 
service sys!ems;·analysis of organlzatlorial behavior <md rlannlng 
for public in.stltutlons; family, population . and soda polfcy. 
Deadline for applications is. February 15, 1979, 
Fo.t information: tall ·(617) 2S3~;m2!j or write: M.I.T .. DUSP, 
t:lidg, 7·333, 77 Mass, Ave •• Cambridge, MA. 02139: 
======· -=====··===============~==~==~ 
: ~ 
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' 
CANTERBURY C'O·OP: small co-ed residence, clos~ 
New Mexico Daily Lobo 
Classified Advertising 
10 ctunptls, 3 me~l!i dally, single rooms, $82.5 p~r 
~emester. 247~2515 0!08 
lliKE TO CLASS, spmless 3-hedroom, IncludeS 
carJwtlng, mo~ern npplian.:e.~. gnrag~, rcn~;cd 
prh·ac}\ $J90. Uascmcnt ll'O· Ui:l-1751 1 Va.IICJ' 
Renlals, $35 fee. 01108 
1'\J~NISHED STUDIO APT. Excellnn< neig~· 
borhood, patio. (iraQ stud~nt Otl\)1, Sl40, 2S6·1_34S 
after 5<30 pm. 01/0R 
FINELY FURNISHED I.·DEDROOM adohc, $75. 
Newer upp!ian~XS, draperies, st·ora~;e galore. 262-
17SI,Vallcl' Rcnlnls, $35 rcc. 01/0R 
NEED ROOMMATE FOR NE Heights house, 821· 
9076. 01/08 
15 cents per word per day or 45 cents per word per week (live issues), 
$1.00 minimum. Cash with ad, Noon deadline for next day's issue. 
Mail to UNM .Box. 20, Albu'luer'lue, N.M. 87131 or come to 
Marron Hall, room 131 between 8:30 :~.m. and 4:30p.m. 
· Mond11y through Friday, 
PERSONALS 
STUDENTS' AWARD-WINNING phOiograph)' and ~9ctry in UNM's anslliterary rnagatinc. Of! $al~ i11 
Murron Hall Room 105. $1.()0. Now accepling 
~ubmi~si~Hl!i to ncJt:t . is~uc. ~or more information 
t.'(lmc in or call277-S6S~. Evcnmgs 87)-1904. tfn 
CONCEPTIONS SW • A COLLECTION or UNM 
'iHillc!11S' ~rcativc WO'J'ks. $1.00, Marron Hall Room 
105, tfn 
ACCURATE INFORMATION .ABOUT con• 
tral!c.ption, !itcri.lll.mlun, abortion. R.ighr 10 Choo~c. 
294·0 171. 04127 
~.A PIES NEEDED FOR haircut •nodcls. Cuts .done 
ar our PiscrctiQn, Ask t'or P~m. 256.0317. Ol/08 
SOCIOLOGY RESEARCHER NEEDS to lalk wi1h 
divorced man or woman. Cpmplete anonymit)' 
guanuuccd. Call Doris at 277-5M6 or 25.5-8230, I l'n 
LET'S GET 
PERSONAL! 
We~r \'OUr sign~ture in ~ sterl-
ing or gold ring, pend~nt, or tie 
b~r! Unique, personal pieces ... 
becaue YOU create each one! 
Ring & Pendant, $30 in sterl-
ing. Tie b~r, $32 in sterling. 
Call 883-6042 for prices in gold. 
Mail orders to OEP Inc. 5100 
Grand NE Alb. NM 87108 
PEUGEOT 
BICYCLES 
Sales - Service 
Repairs For 
All Bicycles 
CLEAN, COZY I-BEDROOM ncar UNM. 
Modcrni7~d khchen, applian(.'~;.~.largc-yatd, $80. 26~· 
t\ 1.1 lll.b Ull ~•I li'll\."llin~ \'ill\ go a long way. 1751. Valle}' Renuds, $3S fee, 01/08 
A(.10!V\, NW CunWr oi'Mc\;1 Vi\ta Hall, 271-3031. two·-BEOROOM HOUSE near UNM, unfurni~hcd . 
:;:=====r.;:;::::::::-;::::::;;;-:~;;;o:IOII/:r;;08 $260 monihly. 1620 Leo<!. Sing!" welcome. 296·712o 
THINK ABOUT TilE Peace Corps, 177-5'107. lfn 01/08 
2. LOST&FOUND 
FOUND: WOMAN'S GOLD wa!ch with broken 
band. !dcntifyand claim. Marron Hall. Room 10$. 
lfn 
FOUND: ROCKWF.~L AC Adapter on l!l floor of 
SUB. Claim Marron Hall Room lOS. tfn 
FOUND< ~"OCKER. SPANIEl- Hamed Chc,cr. Call 
255·3016 or 344-5852. tr,, 
FIND YOURSELF IN the Ponce Corps. 277-5907. 
1fn 
SERVICES 
FURNISHED/UNFURNISHED 2·UEDROOM, 
Carpeting, spacious kitchen, fc!tced, kid~/pets, $ISS, 
Mmot bills paid. 2tl2-17St, Valhw KeotD.J!i, SJS fcc. 
01108 
ROOM FOR RENT. Exl:er)tional home and neigh-
borhood, Kitchen and l~undry priyilc_gc'i, 884-8603. 
Oi/08 
BAHGAIN NE 2·1lEDROOM home, Fully carpeted, 
fenced, ~:hilt.lnm/pels rinc, $150. Hundreds more 
daily! 262-1751, Valley kcnrals, $JS fcc. 01/08 
FEMALE ROOMMATr, WANTED lo •hare 2 
bdrm., 2 bnth mobile home 8 mi.· from UNM. 
Cmtlplcrcly furnished with washer and dryer-must 
sec 10 upprcdalc. $115/mo. plus half of clcctriciry. 
Cali296·08JO. 01131 
KINKO'S TYPINO SERVICf !lllM Sclcctri') out! 5. FOR SALE 
now 3 mhmrc Passpor1 Photos. No appointment. :..:--------------:--
26~·8515. Wc!lo key•. tfn Rf!PO'D ITEMS FOR SALg; 1972 Angelus (built by 
GUITAR LESSONS ALl, stYles,. Mnrc's Guitar Apache Campcrq, 0Yerhead Camper (fo~ 314 ton, 
Studio. 255-5AR6. tfn long·h~d PU). Fridgedairc.mn:t:-range, wtu1~. new,~ 
old TV'~ (2 working), 2 Sl¢rc~~ COI)solcs (both w/good 
TYPING FIRST QUALITY, R83~7787 • Hall)·. 02/13 (tabinct!i. 1 working), movie cam eta w/8mm rrojc!ltor 
PROFESSIONAl. TYPIST. GUARANTEED. ac~ aml misc. equip., many household good itt."ntS (a lot 
curu..:y. IBM SclC'ctric. Reasonable mtcs. 884-8337, of good 'furnhurc. too!). ~~~ pric~d to. sell a1 J!le. 
01/.16 lowe~! po.,siblc cost. Assoclalc'i Fman~ml Scr~kc!i 
TYPING. NIGHTS, WEEKENDS. Pa1,"293·R688, ComJ1an)' of New Mcxko, lul'. ('all dunng bus1ness 
01/30 hour!o 265~7601 orwce~ends, 29)-879SJ294-7917, 
• 01/08 TYPIST·24 HOUR SERVICE. Jean, 255·9426 after 
4<00 p.m. 02/22 
FAMOUS QUIVIRA UOOKSHOP and photography 6, EMPLOYMENT 
gallery is locat~d II: bloi:k from Johnson Gym at Ill -------------
Curncll. Sl"'ccial order ~ervicc. 011 15 WORK OVERSEAS IN the Pence Corps, 277-5907. 
tUSTOM SEWING: CLOTHING and household 10/08 
il<m•. 898·5977. · 01/25 
TYPIST - TERM PAP~RS, Tll"ls, Ro,tim"' 299-
~97o. • • ouor. 
4. HOUSING 
STUDENTS COMBINE AND SAVE. Prlvotc fenced 
4."bcdroom ncar campus, Arrlianccs, fire pla.ce, 
ba~emenl ~~a~h. Just $265. 262-175.1, VaHey Rentals. 
53 5fce. 0 1/08 
VESPA SCOOTERS 
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMERtrull time. Europe, S, 
America. AusLralia. Asia, c11;. All fields, SS00-1200 
momhly, expenses paid; sightseeing. frc~ in f.· Write: 
lntcrmuional Job Center, nox ·4490-NB Berkeley, 
CA.94704. 01/08 
WORK·STUDY POSITION, I 5·20 hrs/wk., 
knowledge or suuiMical computer paCkage~. and/or 
rnosramrning,l.!all Urban Ob~crva1ory1 217.·5(138. 
' 01/0R 
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS. Cruise Ships, Frciglucrs. No 
3229 Central S.E. 
268-3949 
MOPEDS 
-Peugeot 
-Vespa 
-Sachs 
- Batavus 
Ned'S 
welcome~ you back w1th a 
........ · Toga Party 
• Delta Punch, cheerleader ~Ofdlal and other spec1a1 drinks 
• Louie LoUie Dance contest W1th Prizes 
• costume contest with prizes for 
• most authentic Animal House costume 
• sexiest costume 
• most outrageous costume 
• Chug·a·lug contests 
Tuesday, January 16, 
beginning at 8:30 p.m. at 
4200 central southeast 
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CX(l~ric11~. High flit.)'! Sc:~ l]uropc, Hnwa.ii •. AU~Irallll, 
So. America. Summer! C'trrecr. S~nd S3.8S' for mro IQ 
Sraworld, OZ. Dox 6103l, Sncto, CA. 958f.O. 01/08 
MODL:LS .N!.1E.Pl~U FOR CRS)'~~ar~ hair rn~hions. 
Apply Tijerml1air Co., 255·5544. 02107 
!U:Wr\RQIN(l SliMMRR FOR •opho>noxc nnd 
older college men nod tcachc:Pii. in th~,: Color~dtl 
mouma.lns ~ouns~lin~ ~hil~r~n. Horsc:"bnck rl"lllg, 
baekpaC~d.ng, c~olosy, man)' outdoor programs. 
Wri1e now. ln~;hlde progrmn lntcre~l~ an~ rersonal 
g~llll!l: Big Spring, R!ln\1h, .Florlssnm, ('qlon;u.lo ~0811). 
DillS 
n'LEI'HONE INTERVIEWER: OPINION •ur· 
.vCyJng, no sal~!>: patt·lirt1c evenings .nnd weekends,. 
Jnnuury 26lhru fcbnmry 5: no cxpe:ncm;e:ncccll!iary. 
willlrain; mu.~t b!! C!:ms~icntli;us ~nd depcndl\bl~i C\111 
Albuquerque Urban Obscrvnlory, 217-5638, 01/08 
R~ACTOR Of>ERATOR TRAINEE: Als~bm, 
Physic~. or Engiitecring majors who are lntCrc~tcd In 
Decomins Nuclear Reactor Opctnlor:t. Form111 
tlCademh: and c:tpcmtlonallt61nlng huts two.y<arli and 
i~ rnusht mt the college level. Salnry is between 
$1J\000 1111d S 19,G(}O qnmlnlly Jlhl~ ·pnict vl\t;l\tions nnd 
inroh:JIIllencfit~o. Cull for nppoill!lntnl 766·J5 10. 
01/0R 
8. MISCELLANEOUS 
Clll'AI' WATERPEI)S AT Wntor Trips. $99 buy! 
you: (1) Any ~it.c datk wqlmll Mulncd fn:uneJ. (~) 
~llft:t)' liner, (J) (onm insUiiltCd comfon pnd; (4) 110)' 
size mnttres~ with l·~r. guuranrcc, $99 at Water 
Trips, 3407 Ccntrnl NE. 2ll·2289. 04/05 
LOOKING FOR GROUI' 0, II, nnd AD blood 
do,lors. Please ~ontact .Divi~ion of . Tropical & 
Goosrophlc Medicine. 277-31101 or277·281l. 01/19 
Cordouroy 
nnd 
Blue Jeans 
1st pair 513.50 
2nd pair s12.SO 
lobo 
men's 
shop 
243-6954 
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Fish 
4 Sour.ce 
9 Newcomer 
14 Mimic 
15 Of an arm 
bone 
16 Embank-
ment 
17 Length unit: 
Var. 
19 Open 
20 Murder: 
Slang 
21 Man's name 
22 Ever: Poet. 
23 Lofty 
24 Narrow 
openings 
26 Bitter 
29 Elec. unit 
31 Humor 
32 Single 
33 Black eye; 
Slang 
36 Precirntatlon 
38 Pub staple 
39 Treats 
41 Conceded 
43 Insect 
44 Treats hides 
46 Discharges 
47 Performs 
49 Musical 
note: Var. 
50-- man 
51 Where Cork UNITED Feature Syndicate 
is 
52 Ilks 
54 Pound 
58- lag 
60 Pasty 
61 Edible 
mushroom 
62 Crest 
64 Dry 
66 Slot 
67 Cut again 
68 Garment: In-
formal 
69 Frequently 
70 Swamps: 
Var. 
71 Toper 
DOWN 
1 West Pointer 
2 Carmen, 
e.g. 
3 Plctj.lre 
transfer 
4 Steam 
5 Corrida 
sound 
6 Up to 
7 Strait 
8 Handling 
91ce mass 
10 Disclose 
11 Garments 
12 Lecture: 
A,bbr. 
Friday's Puzzle Solved· 
13 All -up: 
Agog -
18 Vancouver 
24 Scatters 
25 Floors 
• 27 Estuary 
28 Feats 
30 Dissolve 
33 Ghost 
34 Asian capital 
35 Interpose 
37 Carry on 
40 Prying ones 
42 "Iliad" hero 
45 Wither 
48 Stew 
53 Needle 
55 Semites 
56 Prefix for 
nome or 
polis 
57 Fold 
59 Youthful 
ending 
61 Cuts down 
62 Up: comb. 
form 
63 Er -: 
Moroccan 
district 
65 Maul 
' f 
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Welcome 
... Back 
Students 
Students Take Advantage Of_This Fabulous 
Buy On The · · 
(f)KENWDDC 
KR·9600 Stereo Receiver 
160 watts RMS at 0.08 ThO from 20-20,000 Hz 
• Power meters 
• Deluxe tape monitoring 
• Dual power supply 
• Plus many more features too 
numerous to mention 
Originally $799.95 
Dillard's Discount $629.95 
Pentax6x7 
The Perfect Format 
SLR Camera For The 
Professional Student 
Check These Features 
• Rapid, precise, eye-level 
operation. 
• Delivers big, beautiful 
rectangular negative that 
enlarges directly to 8x1 0. 
• Gives you a complete choice 
of interchangeable lenses from 
35mm fish-eye lci 1 OOOmm 
JlUper·telephoto 
Includes body, prism and 
75 mm SMC Takumar Lens 
Reg. $1,560 
Dillards 
Normal discount 
$898.00 
Student And 
Professor Special 
$698.00 
(fjKENWDDD 
Student 
Special LTDOTY. $519 
Che.ck Out These Super Deals 
From TEAC. · 
'l'hl.' lcadm·, Always has h~en. · 
A-2300 SX 
2 speed, 3 motor 
micro switch Student 
Special 
Orig. $750 
Reg.$598 
$468.88 
Dillard's Helps TEAC 
Celebrate 
IIDARIOP 
Cl IICI 
with this Limited Edition Tape 
Recorder Maintenance Kit 
-~) ~.":J \1 ';, 
, • • • ·I I. 
The Lfmlled Eiifllon Kit 
tnctUdes: 
.- E·1 derhloliellur 
• HC~1 head clnrter 
• AC~ 1 rubber .tlfllhiti" 
e; SP•1 slalnless pOlish 
TEAC~ 
A-103 
Front Load Gassette Deck 
Check These Features 
• Two step bias and equalization switches 
• Advanced Dolby noise reduction circuitry 
• Separate lef.t and right record level controls 
• A switchable Mic/Lineinput 
• Hlghdenslty permaflux record/playback 
· and eraseheads 
Reg. $249 
Dillards 
normal discount 
$208 
Student Special 
$178.00 
.. 
r IJI.'IICIAJ:j 
C'lOJ..LTWJJO~ 
·lcic.~ls exchange salvos 
UNMaccused 
. . 
of 'takeover' 
By ERIN ROSS 
While sugarplums have been dancing through 
students heads, verbal salvos have been flying over 
heaps of University officials over a possible con· 
ncction between Albuquerque's Technical-Vocational 
Institute. and UNM, 
At least twice during the month-long Christmas 
break, T-VJ..governing board Chairman Larry German 
has accused UNM of attempting to "take over" the 
vocational institute. 
The charge was originally made in December after 
T-VI board members heard a tentative UNM-T-Vl 
task force proposal offering UNM associate degrees to 
students taking a combined T-VJ-UNM course load. 
At the time of the hearing, German charged the 
UniVersity with conducting a "conspiracy to con· 
sume" T· VI. 
Last Tuesday, following regular meeting of T-Vl's 
governing board, German iterated his charge of an 
attempted UNM incorporation ofT· VI. He supported 
his charge with a copy of 'minutes from a "non-
business'' meeting of the UNM engineering faculty, 
, CHADWIQC PHOTO 
At one point the minutes state, "T-VI officials have 
expressed the desire not to be a degree-granting in-
stitution and would like to work out an arrangement 
on our (UNM's) terms that they can implement so as 
to relive community pressure.'' At least twice during the Christmlltl break the T-VI chairman has accused UNM of attempting to tliks 
Engineering Dean William Gross, who presided at 
c:ontlnu~d on pego 10. over his school. . . n1tpl 
.• Q.\Hf> ~"' • 
New·Mexica 
DAILY 
Monday, Jan~ary 15, 1979 . 
~ h" .. • 
; 
-' 
If the state favored 
agreements with UNM, 
would it come at the ex-
pense of T-V/7 
Martinez assured of positioiJ 
~ ' ' . . ·' . 
By PATRICKSAGAL 
State House. Speaker Walter 
Martinez told the seventh .annual 
Legislative Issues Forum Saturday 
that "I predict I'll remain speaker" 
in the upcoming legislative session 
beginning Tuesday. 
A challenge for the position by 
"dissident Democrats" led by Rep. 
G.ene Sambe.rson, D·Lea, had 
"wanted seven of the 12 committee 
c.hairmanships, in<:luding 
Appropriations and Finance, 
Taxation and Revenue, Judiciary, 
Natural Resouces, and Cor-
porations and Banks," Martinez 
said. · 
Budget 
request 
supported 
. . 
Albuquerque's Chamber of 
Commerce has called on the state 
Legislature to support UNM's full 
instruction and general budget 
request of $53.7 million rather than 
the $52.6 inlllfon approved by the 
state Board of Educational 
.Finance. 
During its board meeting last 
Monday, the Chamber adopted a. 
propl:lsar supporting UNM's full 
· budget request for the 1979-80 
school year, asking the legislature 
to overlook the $1.1 million smaller 
request approved byt~e BBF. 
· The University has said the $1.1 
million is needed for increases in 
social security taxes and utility 
casts. 
· In other business, the city board 
gave its suppl:lrt to legislation 
allocating $9.8 milliort for con· 
structlon of propl:lsed Biomedical 
Research Facility as an addition to 
UNM's School ofMedicirte. 
The 'Construction project heads 
the list of University long-range 
projects, and is expeeted to receiVt 
legislative !lPProval this year. 
"One fourth, or 11 of the 41 · Aubry Dunn, D-Otero, and mayors 
Democratic members wanted three- Albert Johnson (Las Cruces), 
fourths of the cominlttee chair- Arthur Trujillo (Santa Fe), and 
manships. That, in effect, would David Rusk (Albuquerque). 
Four panel discussion~ were held 
in the afternoon, on, topics in- . 
eluding "The Impact of Inflation 
on Social Services," · '~Nuclear 
. . 
Waste Disposal in New MeXico," 
''Taxes and Inflation," and "Right 
to Work, A Tactical Session." 
disenfranchise the rest of the state 
- the northern, southwest. nor-
theast and Bernalillo County," 
Martinez said. Expert reviews Carter policy 
"None of· these Democrats 
represent anyone north of U.S. 66 By CHRIS MILLER 
and none are from Bernalillo A foreign ~ffairs expert speaking 
County," he added. at l!~M prrused Preside~t Carter:s 
A coalition of De01ocrats and deciSion to grant diplomatiC 
Republicans claim . to have the · recogni~i~~ to Commun!st China 
necessary majority (36) to unseat b~t. cnl!c1zed the. president . ~or 
Martinez when a vote on the frubng to consult closely With 
position is taken Tuesday. Congress before the decision was 
Speakers ~t the forum included ma~e. . . . . 
· Gov. Bruce King, former Attorney Bill R1chardson1 an a1de to 
general Toriey Anaya, State Sen. former Secretary of State Henry 
Senses blend in different ways 
Kissinger and currently serving as a 
public affairs consultant wit!t the 
State Department, Friday spoke to 
local media in the UNM Student 
Union Building.· 
Richardson announced he will be 
teaching a class at UNM this 
semester entitled "Congress and 
Foreign Policy: DeStTJ.Ictive or 
Constructive.'' 
"President Carter's decision to 
grant diplomatic recognition to 
Communist China is in the best 
intel'est of U.S. foreign policy," 
Richardson said. "However, his 
failure. to consult closely with 
. Congress before he took this step. is 
a serious political error which will 
haunt the President oil Capital 
Hill." 
Richardson said he does not 
Student experiences syne$thesia 
By DEBBIE VOISIN 
What color is . the sound of a color.ed images "literally dance 
parade? What does yellow taste across the pages." 
like? 
To most people these questions 
probably seem ridiculous, ~ut to 
23-year·old UNM st11dent . Fran 
Markel, they are answered easily. 
Markel experiences a 
phenomenon called synethesia, 
whereby her five senses blend 
together in . strange .and unusual 
ways. · 
She el'J)!lriences .stverat types of 
syrtesthesia, including colored 
hearing and colored pain reaction, 
and she blends taste and smell. 
Colored hearing occurs when a 
sound produces a particular color. 
She said she likes classical music 
. which flashes a myriad ot color in 
front of her. 
''Ws very pleasant,'' she said. 
But she connot study with music 
blaring irt the background because 
Markel said people's voices 
produce different colors. She might 
tell a person, "You have the most 
lovely shade of red/' when the 
person is wearing green. She is 
referring to the . "color" of his or 
her voice. 
Sharp pains bring a bright flash 
of color to her mind. She said pin 
pricks, in particular, mean a bright 
flash of ted or orange. 
And. Markel blends taste and 
smell .. She said she inlght smell 
something like a flower or 
something that is not food, and it 
will bring a distinct taste "to all the 
taste buds in my mouth.'' ~)he also 
might ask, "Did yo\1 just ~aste that 
smell?" . 
There are v~ry few pepple who 
.have synestheSII\ ~ less than I 0 per 
cent. But alntost everyone has al 
least some capability to sense the 
world synesthetically. 
Synesthesia is more common 
among children than among adults. 
Researchers believe this is true 
because · of the soCialization 
process. As a child grows older, his 
perceptual world of synesthesia is 
replaced by abstract language. 
(Markel, a speeech com-
municatiort major, said tests about 
synesthesja have been conducted in 
a UNM advanced non•verb!ll 
communcation course. 
"However, there has been so 
little research into this phenomertort 
that the tests have been in-
conclusive," she said. 
Markel said. art isclatiort test in 
which she and. another student 
participated had positive results. A 
longitudirtal study of tape-recorded 
voices was played to them over a 
two-week and two-month period. 
Markel said they both consistently 
associated a specific color with each 
voice, over the test period. Ed.) 
She said not many people are 
aware that synesthesia exists. 
Friends find her extra sense as being 
"weird." 
She would like to see synesthesia 
become a. recognized phenomenon 
in today's society. But she believes 
that if synesthesiais associated with 
extra sensory perception (ESP), it 
inlght accrue the negative im· 
plications sometimes associated 
with ESP. 
".I'd like to see more people 
become aware of if, but then again, 
I don't want it to seem as though 
it's one of those freaky thirtgs that 
those •weirdos' ·are doing," she 
exphiined. · 
Markel also teaches courses in 
gymnastics &nd biorhythms at the 
YMCA and is an interviewer-
auditor in marketing research. 
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